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Relentless Innovation has been our mantra ever since we 

started Liquid Force. For our 21st birthday, we decided 

to have a BIG party and went crazy on innovation!!!!

Relentlessly!!!!

 

We all love to Wakeboard, Wakeskate and Wakesurf as 

much as we always have, and our main goal is to create 

products that will really advance the sport and let people 

have as much fun on the water as possible.

 

The 4D bindings and Flex Track boards are the culmi-

nation of thousands of hours of research and develop-

ment with our stoked team and awesome designers. These 

bindings and boards will defi nitely change the sport for-

ever! The comfort, connection with the board, stability, 

and lightness are unmatched by anything else you have 

ever ridden. You will be super-duper stoked when you ride 

these!

 

Additionally, our new Wakesurfers are AMAZING!

We have so many different shapes and sizes, that you will 

probably need two!!  At least!!!

Our new Vests are insanely comfortable and fl exible…

The new Eclipse boards open up an entire new realm of 

possibilities for your riding….

 

And……….. Our Buttersticks are buttery... So…..............

 

Let’s get out on the water and have FUN!!!

Cheers!!!

     -TONY FINN

WELCOME
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TEAM / /   SHANE BONIFAY
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There are few people who stay with the same brand or employer for 20 plus 
years.  People come and go.  There are new hires or re-hires.  Some may just feel 
the need to move on because a change is needed or boredom sets in, etc…  There 
is something different at LF, though.  
 
If you look at the team we have there is one thing you will notice and that is 
that most have been with us for their entire professional career.  Sure, we have 
brought on some new athletes and some of the older athletes have stepped down, 
it’s the nature of the sport, any sport for that matter, but you very rarely see any 
of our athletes “jump ship”.
 
This continuity and longevity says something about our brand and how loyal our 
team has been over the years!  We work hard together, we come up with great 
ideas together, we listen to each other, and above all we have FUN together. 
 
Shane Bonifay has been with Liquid Force for over 20 years now and we are 
proud that he is getting his 20th pro model in 2017.  In the words of Shane “Liq-
uid Force isn’t just the board I ride, they are my family”.  As the next generation 
steps up and takes over for our legends, we’re lucky to have riders like Shane, 
Watson, and Melissa that have helped us so much and continue to show the way 
for our next crop of riders that will inspire us all to ride with a focus on having 
FUN.  With riders like Guenther, Bob, Harley, Meagan and others taking the 
torch, the Liquid Force team is in a better spot than it’s ever been… the future 
is bright for this crew that never loses sight of why we all got involved in our 
sports… we’re all in it for the FUN!  The FUN is UNLIMITED!
 
Long Live the LF Family!

TEAM / /   SHANE BONIFAY
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WAKEBOARD GENERAL TECH

2017 Wakeboards

Relentless Innovation has been our driving force at 

LF since day one… Every year it keeps us focused on 

making the best products possible!  Many times our 

new product ideas are a natural progression of what 

our team needs, as well as where they want to go with 

their riding… Then there are the BIG ideas – ones that 

take years to develop, the ones that send you back to the 

drawing board over and over until finally…  you see the 

light.

This season we are proud to introduce you to our unique 

FlexTrack wakeboards and 4D bindings!  We have been 

building proto after proto and testing more than ever 

before to make all these new pieces come together.  

The flexible track inside your board combined with a 

minimal binding footprint just slightly wider than your 

foot creates a NEW, ALIVE, and CONNECTED feeling 

that makes you and your board ONE.   

Our LF’n Awesome team is a picky bunch with high 

expectations for their equipment… Their stoke of the 

new FlexTrack and 4D bindings will be contagious!  

Once you feel the difference, we know you’ll be stoked 

too!

 We have created our most complete line ever – there 

is something in here for everyone, wherever you ride, 

and however you have fun holding onto the handle.  And 

if dropping the line is your thing, our new surfers are 

the best boards for all styles we’ve ever produced.  We 

love what we do and we know you’ll have more fun this 

season because of the passion that has been put into 

creating this 2017 lineup.  Go out and spread the stoke!      

 

- Jimmy Redmon

B O A T

The boards in this category were designed and created specifically 
to provide you with the most enjoyment behind your boat!

P A R K

The boards in this category were designed to optimize your cable 
park fun... built to take all of the rail abuse you can give them!

A L L  T E R R A I N

The boards in this category are All Terrain machines designed to 
excel in all conditions! If you ride cable and boat, then this is the 
category for you!

W A K E B O A R D S
Pa
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WAKEBOARD GENERAL TECH

W A K E B O A R D S

C O N T I N U O U S

º  Smooth, predictable ride

º  Flowing transitions into turns

º  Long trajectory arc off the wake

H Y B R I D

º  Blends two curves together
for improved performance

º  Consistent feel through
smooth center curve

º  Increased curve through ends
for higher arc into the air

3  S T A G E

º  Break in rocker curve for
aggressive riding style

º  Flatter center curve for
speed & rail control

º  Exaggerated exit angle through
tip gives a bucking pop off the wake
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FLEXTRACK

T H E  I N D U S T R Y ’ S  F I R S T  F L E X I B L E  T R A C K

What are you waiting for?  Get yourself a 
pair of the most revolutionary wake bind-
ings ever designed!  If for some reason 
you can’t, don’t worry, we still love you 
and the new FlexTrack is compatible with 
any standard 6” spread chassis. 

The answer to this question is quite 
simple… because nothing you’ve ridden 
before will compare in terms of how well 
you’ll feel connected to your board.  A 
FlexTrack with a 4D binding is the ulti-
mate setup for true response… you will 
feel as if your board and binding are one, 
not two items pieced together.  Liquid 
Force is driven by offering products
that allow you, the rider, to improve
your riding skills every time you get
on the water.  FlexTrack is a tool to
help you expand and push the limits
on new tricks that might not have
been previously possible.  You will
be amazed at how deep you can
press any board with FlexTrack
and how quickly the fl ex will rebound
back and spring you into action.  The
response is truly amazing and we can’t 
wait for you to experience it for yourself.

Glad you asked. YES! Not only does your 
old stance translate, but the new Liquid 
Force FlexTrack actually opens up the 
door to micro adjustability. This means 
you can lightly set your stance, slip your 
feet in, twist and expand your stance to 
your own comfort, then lock it in tight! 

You Don’t Already Have A 4D Binding?

Why Should You Ride A FlexTrack And Why 
You Should Ride It With A 4D Binding…

Does My Old Stance Translate?

Pa
ge
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FLEXTRACK 

Molded Microteeth
 
Microteeth provide an ultratight, 
non-slip binding to board interface 
giving you the micro-adjustability 
you have always dreamed of!

Durability
 
Not only is FlexTrack the most fl exible 
track in the industry, it is also made out 
of high quality plastics that ensure a 
durable fi t ride after ride.

Stance Registration
 
Each letter in the FlexTrack name 
marks youre stance
registration.

The track moves with you and the board as you twist 
into carves and press onto rails creating an  unmatched 
connection, making you and your board one!

FlexTrack Is The Industry’s First Flexible Track!
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P A R K  T E C H

PTEX Grind Base

Triax Glass Layup

Liquid Rail

Wood CNC’d Core

Triax Glass Layup

Exclusive FlexTrack

Gloss PMU Topsheet

Concaved Beveled Rail

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  TECH
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P A R K  T E C H

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  TECH

CORE
All Wood – Precision CNC’d profiled wood to give you a more spring loaded flex with rebound.

 
Wood/PU – Our Wood/PU cores give you the best of both worlds… the flex and spring of a solid wood 
core and the strength and resilience of a PU/core. Whether you are hitting the cable or out behind the 

boat this core will make sure you are at the height of your game!
 

LAYUP
Triax – Extra strength and extra flex… Why not? This layup provides you with added torsional rigidity 

and increased longitudinal flex.
 

Biax – Lightweight while maintaining a snappy flex and rebound.
 

Vector Net – This unique carbon weave adds specific strength properties to boards that your standard 
fiberglass cannot achieve. It also looks cool as hell!

 
Grind Base – Get the strongest base possible while maintaining the performance features of each finely 
tuned hull shape. Our Grind Base molds to the board’s contours and provides solid protection all season 

long and is available in a wide range of colors and styles for all park and all terrain models.
 

HULL
Flat – Easy to get up on, easy to learn on, easy to hit that first kicker.

 
Single Concave – Center concave softens landing.

 
Double Concave – Increased acceleration and pop while maintaining soft landings.

 
Triple Concave – Hull shape with the fastest release off the tail.

 
DISC (Double Inside Single Concave) – Softens landings and maintains faster board speed as water 

flows out tail.
 

Stepped Deck – Provides increased strength in center, lively response, and softer landings.
 

RAIL
Liquid Rail – Our elastomeric sidewalls deliver unsurpassed durability and strength for your endless 

cable park progression. This color coded material moves with your board as it flexes and keeps it togeth-
er through every hit and rail you can dish out.

 
Concave Bevel Rail – Smooth and catch-free on the rails with bite and hold on the water.

 
FINS

Quad Slider – These park fins have a flattened top to allow you to hit all the kickers at your local park 
and still give you the bite you need going around the corners.

 
Finless – Sometimes less is more. Why have fins if you don’t use them. Daniel Grant doesn’t so why 

should you?
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

133 137 141

TREK 4D BINDING

TAO IPX BINDING

145

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

Daniel Grant is arguably the best wake park rider in the World and The Tao is the board that allows him to push his riding to 

mind blowing levels.  The Tao comes equipped for 2017 with the brand new, LF exclusive, FlexTrack system that provides a 

level of fl ex and control never felt before.  This feature allows you and your board to become one when pressing on rails and 

edging into the kicker.  In addition, the unique stepped deck profi le provides lively fl ex and increased strength through the 

center of the board for aggressive riding.  With a wide center concave that fl ows perfectly into shaped channels below your feet 

this fi nless design creates ultimate control and stability.  The Tao is the perfect board for the true park rider that wants to ride 

more aggressively than anyone at their local park. 

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack  º  Precision CNC Triple-Stringer Wood/PU Core

º  Stepped Deck  º  Single Concave Hull w/ Edge Channels Through Middle And Under Feet

º  Concaved Beveled Rail   º  Triax Glass Layup

º  Aggressive, Three Stage Rocker º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail  º Finless

Pa
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

FORM 4D BINDING

TAO IPX BINDING

B EGINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

The Eclipse is the latest addition to our line that takes Daniel Grant to new heights and makes the other riders at the park 

stare in amazement and hide in his shadow.   With a triple wood stringer, PU core and longer length it can handle the high 

altitude landings with ease.  It features our exclusive Sintered Grind Base for durability and the Triax glass adds torsional 

control and a springy fl ex.  Included in this new design is our LF exclusive FlexTrack system.   The track moves with you 

as you arc into carves and press onto rails creating an unmatched connection between you and your board.  The Eclipse is 

our longer park board designed for those that are going bigger and need a board that can bring softer landings, or for those 

looking to just cruise and lap the park on a larger more forgiving platform. 

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack  º  Precision CNC Triple-Stringer Wood/PU Core

º  Stepped Deck  º  Single Concave Hull w/ Edge Channels through Middle and under Feet

º  Concaved Beveled Rail   º  Triax Glass Layup

º  Aggressive, Three Stage Rocker º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail  º  Finless

151 155 161
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FLEX 4D BINDING

RAPH IPX BINDING

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE135 139 143

Simply put, Raph’s park board is the smoothest, loosest board in our line when coming off park obstacles.  It is a progressive 

ride that feels different than others as it doesn’t feature channels in the tips.  The lack of channels make it a catch free 

ride when pressing on rails and hitting kickers.  Featuring liquid rails, the LF exclusive grind base and solid triple stringer 

composite core, Raph’s board is completely bullet proof.  Now equipped with our FlexTrack the board fl exes and twists more 

naturally than the previous year’s models making it even more playful than before.  Take a few laps on this and you will be 

howling with delight.   

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack  º  Precision CNC Triple-Stringer Wood/PU Core

º  Single Concave Hull w/ Edge Channels º  Concaved Beveled Rail

º  Triax Glass Layup  º  Progressive, Three Stage Rocker

º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail

º Finless
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

TREK 4D BINDING

133 137 141 145BEGINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

FLEXIBLE

Nico wanted a different feel than the other high end park boards so we built his with a full wood core to give a more spring 

loaded fl ex with rebound which suited his riding style.  If you’re looking for a board that is ready to bounce off the water, the 

Peak may be the board for you.  The unique single concave hull shape, mid body channels, and a concave beveled edge allows 

this board to be ridden fi nless and still hold a solid edge.  With the LF exclusive liquid rails and grind base, this board can take 

a beating on any feature.  Adding to the already impressive fl ex pattern of this board, the FlexTrack system will have you more 

connected and in control than ever before.  You won’t need to Imagine Happiness, you will Experience Happiness.  

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack   º  All-Wood CNC’d Core

º  Center Concave w/ Edge Channels & Concave Tip º  Concaved Beveled Rail

º  Triax Glass Layup   º  Aggressive, Three Stage Rocker

º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base  º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail

º Finless    º  Hybrid Technology
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136 140 144

TREK 4D BINDING

VANTAGE IPX BINDING

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

The visionary and creator of Area 52 needs a board that can withstand the abuse that goes into riding massive wall rides, 

drops from 20 feet, rails 60 feet long and the occasional crash on solid wood stairs.  The triple stringer wood PU core with 

the combination of liquid rails and LF exclusive grind base has been proven to handle what Kevin dishes out.  Mix in the 

FlexTrack system for the unmatched connection and feel of the board with the Triax glass layup and you have the perfect fl ex 

and strength for any obstacle in your path.  Kevin’s board is a bit stiffer in the middle than some of our others and softer on 

the tips and tails which gives it incredible durability but still gives a nice fl ex when desired.  The Deluxe is the board for the 

ultimate wakeboard playground and the spirit animal in you.  

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack   º  Precision CNC Wood/PU Core

º  Single Concave Hull w/ Edge & Tip Channels º  Triax Glass Layup

º  Ultra Aggressive, Three Stage Rocker  º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail    º Finless
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS
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140 144 148

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

FLEX 4D BINDING

TRANSIT  N66  BINDING

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

Soft like butter, strong like stick…. The Butter Stick is the latest creation in our park series.  This board comes ready to

rock with some of our tried and true features but what really sets it apart from other boards are the unique Flex Tips. 

These uniquely soft but reinforced tips allow the board to bend and fl ex on rails or on the water softer than ever before. 

If you’re looking for the perfect nose press on a rail or the ultimate butter slides across the lake, the Butter Stick will get

you there.  This board comes equipped with our FU spirit and attitude… It truly shouts “Fun Unlimited”. 

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack   º  Full Wood Profi led Core

º  Single Concave   º  Triax Glass Layup

º  Progressive, Three Stage Rocker  º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º  Radius Liquid Rail Sidewalls  º  Finless

º  Flex Tips    º  Radius Liquid Rail Sidewalls
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

B EGINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

True Park Performance at a Great Value!  Park shredders William Klang and Chandler Powell choose to ride the FLX 

because it has a solid, yet fun feel on the water.  The board’s all-wood core keeps it loose on the water and springy and respon-

sive on rails.  The Liquid Rail sidewalls and LF exclusive GRIND base make it ultra-durable and add to its lifespan.  Whether 

it’s your fi rst park board that needs to last a long time, or you’re looking for a smooth and predictable choice, the FLX will not 

disappoint.  Hit the cable and you’ll see why the FLX is a top choice for beginners to pros alike!

º  Hybrid Technology  º  Full Wood Profi led Core

º  Stepped Deck  º  Subtle Dual Concave w/ Edge Channels

º  Concaved Beveled Rail   º  Lightweight Biax Glass Layup

º  Progressive, Three Stage Rocker º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail  º  Finless

135 139 143

TRANSIT  N66  BINDING
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS
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PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

139 145

BEGI NNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

FLEXI BLE

Shane has been riding for LF for over 20 years and during that time he has ridden almost every type of board in every type of con-

dition.  Rather than carrying a “quiver” with him on his travels, he prefers a board that can handle any condition and the DOSE 

is just that board.  Most recently Shane has been riding more park than boat, so this board is made with more fl ex throughout than 

a typical boat board.  This is especially true in the nose and tail of the board which features the liquid rail Flex Zones giving the 

board a more sensitive feel on rails.  The bottom is clean without channels and features a single to triple concave off the tips which 

provides lots of speed around corners or into wakes.  When Shane is riding behind that boat, he prefers to put on the quad fi ns 

that provide more stability and control.  Our new FlexTrack comes standard on this board, providing the ultimate control and feel 

while edging into the wake or tail pressing a fl at bar.  If you are spending more time at the park, but still spend quite a bit of time 

behind the boat, the Shane version of the DOSE will be your ultimate one board “quiver”. 

º  LF Exclusive FlexzTrack  º  Full Wood Profi led Core  º  Vector Net   

º  LF Slider Quad Fin Setup  º  Single Concave Through Center º  Concaved Beveled Rail

º  Pro Glass Layup  º  Aggressive, Three Stage Rocker º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base 

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail  º Blunted Square Tail  º  Triple Concave Exiting Through Tail

FLEX 4D BINDING
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140 144

FORM 4D BINDING

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

Shawn has had his name and hands involved in the designs of our top selling pro model boards for 10 years and counting.  

He and Jimmy Redmon took characteristics from all of these amazing boards and a few features from some of our other top 

park boards to make a board that rides unbelievably behind a boat but also comfortably at a park.  Watson’s board comes with 

extended edge channels, molded side fi ns and attachable quad fi ns to give you a confi dent hold while cutting into the wake.  

An elongated X Pattern is forged in the top of the board giving a more rigid feel for wake riding, but with three Liquid Rail 

Flex Zones at the tips, the board still has a playful feeling at the park.  The FlexTrack allows you to dial in your exact stance 

and gives you an unmatched connection to the board. If you’re spending more time behind the boat, but love taking laps at 

your local park occasionally, Shawn’s version of the DOSE may be just right for you! 

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack  º  Full Wood Profi led Core  º  Triple Concave Exiting Tail 

º  Pro Glass Layup  º  Aggressive, Three Stage Rocker º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rails  º  LF Slider Quad Fin Setup  º Small Molded Side Fins  

º  Vector Net   º  Edge Channels  º Concaved Beveled Rails

º  DISC Hull Through The Center º  Blunted Round Tail
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INDEX IPX BINDINGPLUSH IPX BINDING

PARK /  ALL TERRAIN  WAKEBOARDS

B EGINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

The Omega Grind is a tried and true classic shape that continues to impress.  Equipped with an ultra-durable Grind Base, 

this board can take a beating and come back for more.  The Omega Grind’s smooth, forgiving feel and durability make it an 

unmatched entry level all terrain board for beginners and mid-level riders looking to step up their riding!

º  PU Core   º  Smooth, Continuous Rocker

º  Variable Edge Rail   º  Molded In Side Fins

º  Center Fin   º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base

135131 139 143
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B O A T  T E C H

PMU Topsheet

ProGlass Layup

Wood Veneer
Vector Net Glass

Gloss PMU Topsheet

Exclusive FlexTrack

Low Volume Rail

PU Composite Core

BOAT TECH
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B O A T  T E C H

BOAT TECH

CORE

PU – Our PU core is compression molded to the highest standards and has been the lightweight, 
durable go to for years.

 

LAYUP

Vector Net – This unique carbon weave adds specific strength properties to boards that your 
standard fiberglass cannot achieve. It also looks cool as hell!

 
ProGlass Layup – We engineered unique combinations of special fiberglass weaves to give you the 
ultimate performance and response on and off the wake. This custom blend of materials increases 

the board’s strength, improves flexural rebound, and reduces weight.
 

HULL
 

Single Concave – Center concave softens landing.
 

Double Concave – Increased acceleration and pop while maintaining soft landings.

Triple Concave – Hull shape with the fastest release off the tail.
 

DISC (Double Inside Single Concave)  – Softens landings and maintains faster board speed as 
water flows out tail.

 
Split Tip – Increased Control and Board Feel.

V-Tip Channel – Added lift off of the wake.

 
RAIL

 
Concaved Beveled Rail – Smooth and catch-free on the rails with bit and hold on the water.

 
Low Volume Rail – Faster on Edge with more hold, smooth and catch-free through the center.

FINS

Quad Blades – For that sharp, aggressive bite.
 

Center Fin – Tracking and control for edging into and out of the wake.
 

Molded Fins –  Smooth edged fins without the hassle of hardware.
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135 139 143

LITE 4D BINDING

BOAT WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

If you’re looking for speed and quickness in a boat board you’re going to love the fi ery pop and responsiveness that Bob 

Soven’s NEXT board brings to the lake!  The innovative ash veneer/PU core removes weight and keeps the board extra lively.  

The Vector Net weave adds a layer of unmatched torsional strength which allows the rider to stay fi rmly in control of the board 

when charging off any sized wake. We’ve added our FlexTrack to make sure your connection to the board is greater than ever, 

which translates to even more control than you ever realized could be felt in a board.  If you’re serious about behind the boat 

riding and want the most aggressive ride possible, Bob’s pro model should be your NEXT ride!

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack  º  Aggressive Three Stage Rocker º  Ash Veneer/PU Composite Core 

º  Single to Double Venturi Hull º  Edge Channels  º  ProGlass Combo Layup

º  RX Quad Fin Setup  º  Vector Net   
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BOAT WAKEBOARDS
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BOAT WAKEBOARDS
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HARLEY IPX BINDING

BOAT WAKEBOARDS

134 138 142
BEGI NNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

FLEXI BLE

The Remedy is designed to take Harley straight up the wake and to the top of the podium and it does just that with an aggressive

3 stage rocker and venture hull.  The Split-Tip shape and thinner profi le allows for better grip and edge control into the wake.  

We’ve added our FlexTrack to make sure your connection to the board is greater than ever, which translates to even more control 

than you ever realized could be felt in a board. If you’re looking for an ultra-aggressive boat board that will hold an edge and 

rocket you up the wake faster than any others, we have a Remedy for you!

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack    º  Bladed RX Quad Fin Setup

º  Aggressive Three Stage Rocker   º  “Split-Tip” Shape

º  Triple Concave Flows Into Venturi Quad Channels  º  ProGlass Combo Layup

º  Thin Profi le Low Volume Rails   
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134 138 142

RAPH IPX BINDING

BOAT WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

A modern version of the Classic, the RDX makes sure Raph Derome and others have a playful, yet harder charging ride 

beneath them for the ultimate boat riding performance. The quad molded-in fi ns are deep enough for bite when needed, but 

still allow for a fun, loose ride when desired. A single-inside-double concave center softens all your landings and keeps the 

board moving forward at a steady pace. With a more aggressive rocker template than the Classic, this board is built to take you 

to the moon! The RDX’s unique tip channels give an easy edge to edge acceleration that, when asked to, can turn on a dime. 

The board is a true boat board that lets you choose your speed, depending on your moods.

º  Progressive, 3-Stage Rocker  º  D-I-S-C Hull through Center into Slight Vee

º  Low Volume Rails with Concaved Beveled Edge º  Vee Tip Channel

º  Pro-Glass Combo Layup   º  Deep Molded In Quad Fins  
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131 135 139 143

HARLEY IPX BINDINGTAO IPX BINDING

BOAT WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

The HARLEY CLASSIC is a fast, yet predictable boat-riding machine.  This board will help you progress and learn new tricks 

all throughout your riding season.  A mellow 3-stage rocker will provide the consistent pop you need off the wake.  Ride with 

confi dence knowing that the Quad V Channels and low volume rails will help you lock in your edge easier than ever.  The 

HARLEY CLASSIC is extremely user friendly and fun no matter what your ability is!

º  Aggressive, 3-Stage Rocker  º  Triple Concave into Quad V Channels

º  Low Volume, Variable Edge Rails  º  ProGlass Combo Layup

º  Bladed RX Quad Fin Setup   
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BOAT WAKEBOARDS

130 134 138 142

TRANSIT  N66  BINDING

B EGINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

An ultra-fun boat riding machine! A timeless shape that was designed for optimizing your levels of fun, the CLASSIC is 

extremely user friendly and forgiving.  Its mellow 3-stage rocker will help you learn to launch off the wake while its Spiral V 

mid-section breaks the water for soft landings… Quad Vented Channels at the tips give the board lift without disrupting water 

fl ow.  Crisp molded in fi ns and a removable center fi n provide the CLASSIC with extra grip while making it highly versatile 

depending on your riding style.  Keep moving ahead and improve your riding with the CLASSIC!

º  Progressive, 3-Stage Rocker º  Spiral “V” With Double Concave Mid-Section

º  QVC - Quad Vented Channels at Tips  º  Lifted Variable Edge Rail

º  Crisp Molded In Fins  º  Removable Center Fin
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BOAT WAKEBOARDS

130  /  134  /  138  /  142  /  146

INDEX IPX BINDING

An industry classic, the TRIP is a smooth and stylish high-level performer!  It’s truly the ultimate board for any level rider… it will help the beginner improve and learn new 

tricks and can take the expert rider that likes a smooth, predictable board to new heights.  The aggressive, continuous rocker provides smooth edging and fl uid boost off the 

wake.  Molded-in side fi ns track and hold with minimum drag while the variable edge rail offers that extra “friendliness” when you need it.  If you want a great board at an 

amazing value, we recommend you take a TRIP with us!

º  Aggressive, Continuous Rocker  º  D-I-S-C Hull Through The Center

º  Variable Edge Rail   º  Molded-in, Warped Long Based Side Fins

º  Removable Center Fin   
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BOAT WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LE X IBLE
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133 138

TEAM IPX BINDING

WOMENS PARK WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

All new for 2017, the ARRIS is based off of our fi nless TAO shape, but altered specifi cally for the female rider with a slightly softer 

fl ex to land softer and tweak out those presses!  The uniquely stepped deck profi le provides increased strength through the center 

of the board and a lively response.  The wide center concave and inside channels are shaped perfectly underneath your feet to 

provide front and rear foot control without the need for fi ns.  The ARRIS is the ultimate women’s do-it-all park board!

º  Precision CNC Triple-Stringer Wood/PU Core   º  Stepped Deck

º  Single Concave Hull w/ Edge Channels Through Middle And Under Feet º  Concaved Beveled Rail

º  Triax Glass Layup     º  Three Stage Rocker

º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base    º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail

º  Finless
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WOMENS BOAT WAKEBOARDS

TREK WOMENS 4D BINDING

BEGINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

FLEXIBLE

Melissa doesn’t have a type of riding that she enjoys more than the other, so she needs a board that can handle it all.  From the 

boat, to the park, to winching and whatever else is out there, Melissa charges all of it on her one board “quiver”.  A continuous 

rocker allows for a smooth ride up the wake and helps bring a softer landing.  With its grind base, triple stringer wood/PU core 

and LF exclusive grind base, this board has the durability to ride any park or concrete ledge.  Add in the FlexTrack system for 

unmatched connection and control and you have the ultimate, “conquer everything” board for the “conquer everything” woman. 

º  LF Exclusive FlexTrack  º  Aggressive, Continuous Rocker º  CNC Milled Wood/PU Composite Core

º  D-I-S-C Hull through the Center º  Triax Glass Layup  º  Hybrid Technology

º Liquid Rail Sidewall   º  Beveled Rail  º LF Exclusive GRIND Base

º LF Slider Quad Fin Setup

131 135
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WOMENS BOAT WAKEBOARDS
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TEAM IPX BINDING

130 134

WOMENS BOAT WAKEBOARDS

BEGI NNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

FLEXI BLE

If explosive wake to wake performance is what you’re looking for, Meagan Ethell’s pro-model does not disappoint!  The ME’s 

3-Stage Rocker provides that needed pop off the wake and a variable edge rail keeps your ride smooth and catch free.  Learn new 

tricks and boost like Meagan does… the ME does it all!

º  Progressive, 3-Stage Rocker   º  Spiral “V” with Double Concave Mid-Section

º  QVC - Quad Vented Channels at Tips   º  Lifted Variable Edge Rail

º  Crisp Molded In Fins    º  Removable Center Fin
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132 136

WOMENS TRANSIT  N66  BINDING

WOMENS BOAT WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

Solid and comfortable under foot is how the Jett is most often described.  This shape is forgiving yet responsive to help you 

throughout your levels of progression.  The 3-Stage Rocker will provide that air time needed to continually push your riding.  

Serious progression is in your future once you strap into the JETT!

º  Winged Rail Shape   º  Double Concave V-Tail

º  Molded In, Canted Long Base Side Fins  º  Removable Center Fin

º  Progessive, Hybrid Rocker   º  D-I-S-C Hull through the Center

º  Variable Edge Rail
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WOMENS BOAT WAKEBOARDS

130 134 138

Designed To Help You Progress!  A fan favorite and people pleaser, the ANGEL has been a staple in the LF line for years!  If 

you’re a beginner or intermediate boat rider looking for a poppy board, the ANGEL will take your progression to the next level.  

The aggressive continuous rocker provides an ultra-smooth ride wake to wake.  The ANGEL provides an excellent value and 

experience on the water!

º  Aggressive, Continuous Rocker º  D-I-S-C Hull Through The Center

º  Modern Bat Tail  º  Molded-in Warped Long Based Side Fins

º  Removable Center Fin  º  Variable Edge Rail

PLUSH IPX BINDING
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118 125 131

KIDS  PARK WAKEBOARDS

B E GINNER

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LEXIBLE

The RANT provides all the features of a high-end park board in a smaller grom-sized package.  The best Park style board avail-

able for the kids features great rebound, response and a lively feel!  The all-wood core is designed uniquely for the smaller rider, 

profi led to fl ex and react as intended.  The GRIND base and Liquid Rail set this board up to take a beating and keep coming back 

for more.  Check out the RANT for your grom that prefers to take life at FULL SPEED!

º  Hybrid Technology   º  Full Wood Profi led Core… Uniquely Profi led For Groms

º  Clean Flat Planing Hull   º  Radiused Liquid Rail Sidewalls

º  Lightweight Biax Glass Layup  º  LF Slider Quad Fin Setup

º  Smooth, Continuous Rocker on the 118  º  Progressive, Hybrid Rocker on the 125

º  Progressive, 3 Stage Rocker on the 131  º  Extruded GRIND Base   

º  LF Exclusive Liquid Rail

RANT N66  BINDING
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KIDS  BOAT WAKEBOARDS

115 120120 125 125125115

B E GINNE R

STIFF

PROFESSIONAL

F LE X IB LE

The FURY and DREAM boards are designed to help your grom’s progress, 

improve and grow as riders!  The 125’s feature a sharper, more distinguished 

outline and a more aggressive rocker curve to attack the larger wakes with 

confi dence and control.  As the size of the board decreases, the board features 

size down anatomically with the shape.  The various board sizes are designed 

specifi cally to help your young ripper improve and progress on the water as 

they continue to grow their riding at the lake or at the cable park.

º  Mellow, Continuous Rocker On 115

º  Aggressive, Continuous Rocker On 120

º  Hybrid Rocker On 125

º  D-I-S-C Hull through Center Into Slight Vee

º  Low Volume Rails With Concaved Beveled Edge

   (Softest Edge on 115, Progressively Sharper From 120 to 125)

º  Vee Tip Channel

º  Pro-Glass Combo Layup

º  Deep Molded-In Quad Fins

   (Fins Progressively Grow and Get Sharper from 115 to 125)

º  LF Exclusive GRIND Base Material (Available Only On FURY GRIND 125)

DREAM N66  BINDING RANT N66  BINDING Pa
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2017 Bindings

 This year’s binding lineup is at the 
core of what we’re all about at Liquid Force…
RELENTLESS INNOVATION!  This new season 
features a collection that will once again revo-
lutionize the way we all connect ourselves to the 
board… 
 
 It started 20 years ago with the Super 
Suction when we stopped making bindings with 
heavy rubber and instead made them with light-
weight and durable foam composites.   From 
there we built a boot with footwear adjustabil-
ity in mind and created the Alpha, the 1st boot 
with laces.  The Transit was next, as it was the 1st  
boot with a sewn overlay which made boots light-
er and more supportive… then came the Harley 
Binding which was the 1st non-sewn binding 
assembly which brought an entirely new level of 
comfort and fit to wake bindings.   All of these in-
novative designs eventually became the industry 
standard.   
 
 This year we are introducing the biggest 
advancement to date, the 4D Binding!  This new 
design has been a multi-year labor of love for our 
team of designers and athletes… it goes without 
saying that we’re very excited to finally be able 
to get them out in the world for everyone to ride! 
These new bindings weren’t designed around an 
arbitrary industry standard… they were designed 
around your foot!  Not only does the 4D have the 
smallest footprint in the industry, it makes the 
board under your feet come to life!  Don’t take 
our word for how great they are though, we know 
you will fall in love with the 4D Bindings as soon 
as you ride them!
 
 Whether you jump on board with our 
4D revolution or need some time to adjust, we’ve 
got a binding for you… across our entire lineup 
this season, we have a diverse selection of style, 
aesthetics, comfort, and performance for any 
type of rider, beginner to pro… enjoy!

BINDINGS
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 B INDING TECH

   M I N I M A L  F O O T P R I N T

Our 4D chassis has the smallest footprint in the industry!  The small footprint allows the board to perform at 
its truest fl ex, giving you maximum response!

    

1 5 %  L I G H T E R  T H A N  P R E V I O U S  M O D E L S

With so many added features, its hard to believe we reduced the weight by 15%.  This means a more
responsive binding, softer landings and a more comfortable ride.

  

Articulating Upper Cuff

Featured on the pro models, an 
articulating cuff allows maximum 
range of motion. The upper fl exes 
independently like a hinge without 
material buckling.

40mm M6 4D Binding Screw

Rugged M6 Screws ensure maximum hold.

Nylon Injection Reversable Angle Mount

Nylon angle locks allow adjustability for stance 
angles and eliminates heavy metal parts, simple and 
functional.

45º Angle Attachment

With attachment points under the riders feet, lever-
age  is increased, creating better board response 
and fl ex within all directions.TPU Injected Toe Cap

Riveted and glue-less toe cap that is stitched 
to the upper, offering fl ex and durability to 
prevent toe “stump”.

EZ Glide Lace System

Specially designed injection molded 
parts that allow the laces to move unre-
stricted when tightening and loosening 
the binding lace zones. 

PU Tongue Compression Panel

PU Panels displaces the lace tension
across the foot, eliminating pressure 
points on the riders foot.

Dual Lace Zones w/ Lace End Keeper

For 2017 all our Mens’s and Women’s 
adult bindings feature our dual lacing. 
The dual lace zone system allows the lace 
tension to be different in the lower and 
upper zones. This gives the rider a custom 
fi t for a secure and comfortable feeling.
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 B INDING TECH

Honeycomb FlexFloor

Our exclusive FlexFloor absorbs 
impact, reduces weight of the 
binding, and provides performance 
driven fl ex.

Semi-Rigid Quarter Panels

A more form fi tting quarter panel hugs
you foot and allows  more responsive 
movements.

Refl ex Liner

A better fi t and a more supportive 
fl ex.  Less bulk and air gaps for a 
snug, full contact fi t.  Incorporated 
an improved range of motion. 

Bottom Dampening &
Anti-Slip TPE Bottom

Bottom dampening that  displaces hard 
impacts and keeps the binding from sliding 
on top of the board.

4D Binding Chassis

The lightest and smallest footprint in the
industry. Designed to give the most
repsonsive ride of your life.

Rear Assymetrical Flexzones

Welded PU and Lycra create a unique fl exzone that 
helps promote an incredible amount of motion.
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BINDING GENERAL TECH

I P X  C H A S S I S

Cuff Stretch Zone

A stretch zone that connects the upper cuff and 
lower throat area on selected bindings. This
allows the binding to move forward and back-
wards, as well as side to side, without restriction.

Zonal Lacing

Standard on all 2017 Liquid Force Bindings, the 
dual lace zone allows the lace tension to be different 
in the upper and lower zones, as per the riders 
desires

IPX Chassis

IPX chassis is the industry leading 6 inch spread
chassis, integrated aluminum teeth, 6 degree attack 
perch, 2.5 degree cant and a variable dampening
system for rider comfort.

IMPACT EVA Bottom

Specially designed foam that displaces high 
energy impacts and reduces heel bruises.  
Standard on all 6inch chassis systems

Integrated Aluminum Teeth

Aluminum teeth not only lock you into your 
stance angles, but also add strength to your 
binding chassis, eliminating heel lift and 
plate fl ex.  The high tensile strength of the 
heat treated 6160 Aluminum eliminates 
heel lift when riding.  This gives you more 
response through the board and binding as 
you ride.

Plastic Angle Locks

Nylon angle mounts allow adjustability for 
stance angle selection.  The chassis com-
presses onto the angle lock insuring
a 100% connection to the board

Stretch Zones

Integrated Stretch Zone panel 
designed into the back of our 
bindings fl exes and allows for 
ease in and out of the binding.
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I P X  C H A S S I S

Comfor t  L iner

Contro l  L iner

Ref lex  L iner

2 0 1 7  L I N E R S

Your comfort is our top priority!  To get you on the water fast, our liners are designed for comfort and are ready to 

ride out of the box.  All of our liners are pre-molded by skilled technicians in our factory, so you don’t have to.  All 

Liquid Force liners feature molded rebound foam J-bars for heel hold and integrated foot beds that will not slip out.

  

R E F L E X  L I N E R

The Reflex features totally new tongue design that wraps your ankle for a better fit and more supportive flex.  The 
new Reflex liner tongue has tapered edges reducing material overlap inside the binding.  This feature reduces bulk 

and eliminates air gaps for a snug, full contact fit.  The notched top cuff improves your range of motion and has 
a better fit for larger calf muscles.   The Reflex also has a 3D molded Impact EVA bottom featuring 2.5 degrees of 

cant, toe lift, a deep heel cup, and a supportive arch underneath your foot.

C O N T R O L  L I N E R

This high-end liner is stable and supportive putting you in complete control.  The 2017 models are built with thicker 
padding for a firmer feel with more rebound energy.  The control liner also has a 3D molded Impact EVA bottom 

featuring 2.5 degrees of cant, toe lift, a deep heel cup and a supportive arch underneath your foot. 

 C O M F O R T  L I N E R

Our integrated liner features our softest foam: a great fit for everyone on the boat.  This liner provides maximum 
comfort with just enough support for high-level riders that want a soft flexible binding.

BINDING GENERAL TECH
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The TREK 4D binding is what we consider the fl agship binding of our new 4D system 
because it is equipped with the best of what the 4D has to offer.  In addition to having the 
ultimate in board to binding response, the TREK 4D is our most versatile binding on and 
off the water as it comes equipped with our NEW Refl ex Walk Liner! The removable and 
durable Trek Liner Bottom featuring articulated grooves provides comfortable walking 
and solid traction on all types of terrain.  An adjustable Velcro strap opens and closes the 
upper back area of the binding, allowing the Refl ex Walk Liner to be removed when
wanted and held in place when needed.  A built in “Shoe Horn” allows the Refl ex Walk 
Liner to be removed and inserted into the binding with ease.  The TREK 4D was designed 
to be the binding choice of Nico von Lerchenfeld and park riders around the world!
 

º  4D Chassis System   º  Honeycomb FlexFloor
º  Removable Trek Walk Liner w/ Trek Outsole º  45 Degree Angle Attachment Points
º  Built in TPU Shoe Horn  º  Adjustable Length Upper Velcro Strap
º  Medium-Wide Fit

FLEX STIFF

4-6       6-8       8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges
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Our standard Refl ex Liner with the addition of a removable and durable Trek Liner Bottom featuring 
articulated grooves… for comfortable walking and solid traction on all types of terrain.

Rear  Nylon  Pul l

Upper  Lace  Sys tem

Metal  “D” r ings  to 
prevent  lace  chaf f ing

Compress ion  Molded  EVA wi th  anatomical
contours  for  opt imal  per formance

Art icu la t ion  grooves  to  ass i s t  in  f l ex  and 
gr ip  whi le  walk ing  on  unforgiv ing  terra in

Rubber  inser t s  for  ex tra  gr ip
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The most supportive binding in our new 4D lineup is the FORM 4D.  Among our test 
team of riders, this quickly became the binding of choice for Shawn Watson and others 
preferring extra support in their boot to give them more control and response. The 
support on this binding comes from the molded quarter panels that add overall rigidity 
to the design. While this boot is our most supportive, it was designed with Flex Zones in 
the upper rear to keep forward and backward mobility a part of the overall ride.  Support 
where you need it, along with movement in just the right areas… combine this with the 
4D FlexFloor and 45 degree angle attachments and you’ve got a binding designed to give 
an unparalleled connection between your board and binding!
 

º  4D Chassis System   º  Honeycomb FlexFloor
º  45 Degree Angle Attachment Points º  Molded Quarter Panels
º  Rear Flex Zones   º  Refl ex Liner
º  Dual Laces   º  Articulating Cuff
º  Medium-Wide Fit

FLEX STIFF

8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges
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We were really creative in the design of this binding but not as much in the naming of it.  
When the binding gives the rider the ultimate in high performance fl exibility, why not call it 
the FLEX?  During the testing phases of this model, Shane Bonifay and some of our other 
team riders that wanted a softer fl ex in a high end boot were blown away by how maneuver-
able, yet secure this binding made them feel on the board.  Combining a welded vented upper 
construction with a 3-in-1 closure system makes this binding one of our lightest, as well as 
one of our most adjustable.  The point of the 4D Chassis System is to make the ride more re-
sponsive due to the fact that the board and binding can fl ex together… the FLEX 4D binding 
provides that type of feel and performance perhaps more than any of our others!
 

º  4D Chassis System   º  Honeycomb FlexFloor
º  45 Degree Angle Attachment Points º  Welded Upper With Quarter Panel Venting
º  Adjustable Length Upper Velcro Strap º  3-in-1 Closure Design
º  Dual Laces   º  Refl ex Liner
º  Slim Fit

FLEX STIFF

6-8       8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges
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What could be better than having a new boot featuring our 4D Binding System?  How 
about having the response and feel of the 4D System in a binding that is lighter than 
any other high-performance binding in the market by nearly 10%!  If having less weight 
to hold your riding down sounds good to you, the LITE 4D is what you’re looking for!  
During development, this quickly became the binding of choice for Bob Soven, not only 
because it was so lightweight, but because the lower upper cuff design gave him maxi-
mum ability to fl ex and poke out his board.  The “All-In-One” construction promotes a 
tighter fi t with better fl ex.  The LITE 4D is our lightweight, fl exible performer!
 

º  4D Chassis System   º  Honeycomb FlexFloor
º  45 Degree Angle Attachment Points º  Comfort Liner
º  Low Pro Upper   º  Wide Fit

FLEX STIFF

6-8        8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges
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Why let the guys have all of the fun, right?  That is what Melissa Marquardt strongly believes 
and is why we are introducing the WOMEN’S TREK 4D in addition to the men’s version.  
Just like the guys version, this version of the TREK 4D is equipped with the best of what the 
4D Chassis System has to offer as well as a unique liner only found in our TREK bindings. It 
comes equipped with the removable and durable Refl ex Walk Liner that has a Trek Liner Bot-
tom with articulated grooves that provide comfortable walking and solid traction on all types 
of terrain.  An adjustable Velcro strap opens and closes the upper back area of the binding, al-
lowing the Refl ex Walk Liner to be removed as well as held in place, depending on the need.  A 
built in “Shoe Horn” allows the Refl ex Walk Liner to be removed and inserted into the binding 
with ease.  If you fi nd yourself riding in all types of conditions, including some that require you 
to walk over not so nice surfaces, the WOMEN’S 4D TREK is purpose built and ready for all of 
your adventures!
 

º  4D Chassis System   º  Removable Trek Walk Liner
º  Honeycomb FlexFloor   º  Built in TPU Shoe Horn
º  45 Degree Angle Attachment Points º  Adjustable Length Upper Velcro Strap
º  Women’s Slim Fit

FLEX STIFF

5-7       7-9       9-11       
Available Size Ranges
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The VANTAGE is one of the most versatile bindings out there… The adjustable 

length closure system allows you to customize your fi t.  Equally as effective at the 

cable or behind the boat, the VANTAGE CT is designed to take whatever impact 

you give it.  Always a top choice of the LF team, the VANTAGE CT is a pro-level 

performer in all conditions!

º  IPX Chassis   º  Velcro straps

º  Impact EVA Binding Dampening Base º  Impact EVA Liner Bottom

º  Refl ex Liner   º  Zonal Velcro System

º  Articulating Cuff  º  Wide Fit

The best rider in the world demands a top level binding that won’t disappoint… 

This is that binding.  The HARLEY has Impact EVA on the base of the liner as well 

a dampening midsole to cushion your landings… Dual laces and a cuff Flexzone 

offer customization options for ultimate comfort.   Step on in and you’ll feel while 

the HARLEY delivers a rock solid performance!

º  IPX Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom

º  Impact EVA Liner Bottom  º  Control Liner

º  Zonal Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Medium-Wide Fit

FLEX STIFF FLEX STIFF

VANTAGE HARLEY

IPX  BINDINGS

6-8       8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges

6-8       8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges
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IPX  BINDINGS

FLEX STIFF

Raph demands a high-performance, lightweight, and ultra-comfortable bind-

ing that can keep up with his riding.  RAPH’s binding features Impact Eva 

and a dampening mid-sole for a super smooth ride, while the Refl ex liner and 

articulating cuff make it a truly comfortable ride.  It’s lightweight and it looks 

great!  Designed for the rider with a mid to narrow width foot, the RAPH is 

designed to support his trademark style!

º  IPX Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom

º  Impact EVA Liner Bottom  º  Refl ex Liner

º  Lower Lace Zone  º  Upper Lace Zone

º  Articulating Cuff  º  Slim Fit

RAPH

6-8       8-9       9-10       10-11       11-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges

FLEX STIFF

Daniel Grant’s TAO binding features a lightweight, clean, smooth fl exing uni-body 

wrapped with our IPX chassis.  Impact EVA in the foot-bed makes for smooth and 

soft landings off those kickers.  Go big, shred the park and land nice and soft with 

DG’s TAO binding!

º  IPX Chassis   º  Integrated Upper

º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom º  EVA foot-bed

º  Comfort Liner  º  Dual Lace System

º  Cuff Stretch Zone  º  Wide Fit

TAO

4-6       6-8      8-10       10-12       12-13
Available Size Ranges
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N66  BINDINGS

The TRANSIT is a classic that gets you to where you need to go!  An solid chassis, dual lace zones,

impact EVA… this binding has it all.  High-end features at a great value, the TRANSIT provides a 

custom and comfortable fi t with a rock-solid performance!

º  N66 Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom

º  EVA foot-bed  º  Control Liner

º  Zonal Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Medium Wide Fit

TRANSIT

FLEX STIFF

5-8       8-10       10-12      12-15
Available Size Ranges
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INDEX RANT

N66  BINDINGS

FLEX STIFF FLEX STIFF

The INDEX is a great binding for beginners and intermediates alike!  The INDEX 

features our comfort liner, Impact EVA and a dampening mid-sole maximum 

comfort felt throughout.   Dual laces help you customize the fi t to your individual 

foot.  Your summer of fun starts NOW!

º  N66 Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom 

º  EVA foot-bed  º  Comfort Liner

º  Dual Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Wide Fit

Packed full of features in a smaller size, the RANT is designed to keep your 

little ones comfortable and secure!  The RANT is the binding to help your 

grom’s continue to progress while having fun at the same time.  The single 

lace system and Velcro strap provides easy customization of fi t and quick 

entry/exit!

º  N66 Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom 

º  EVA foot-bed  º  Comfort Liner

º  Single Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Medium-Wide Fit

5-8      8-12      12-15 
Available Size Ranges

12T-5Y      4-6 
Available Size Ranges
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TEAM WOMENS
TRANSIT

WOMENS BINDINGS

FLEX STIFF FLEX STIFF

The TEAM is designed to be a high performance binding in a super comfortable 

package!  The integrated comfort liner is designed with a women’s specifi c pro fi t 

for optimal comfort.  It looks great, it feels great… add the TEAM binding to your 

wish list!

º  IPX Chassis   º  Integrated Upper

º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom º  EVA foot-bed

º  Comfort Liner  º  Dual Lace System

º  Cuff Stretch Zone  º  Wide Fit

5-7       7-9       9-11 
Available Size Ranges

The TRANSIT is a mid-level binding with high-end performance features to make 

your growth progression as fun as possible!  Smooth fl ex, a sleek profi le and a dual 

lace system are all part of the TRANSIT’s make-up.  Throw in the IPX chassis and 

impact EVA, you know that the TRANSIT is extra comfortable and built to last!

º  N66 Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom 

º  EVA foot-bed  º  Control Liner

º  Dual Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Medium-Wide Fit

4-7       7-10
Available Size Ranges
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PLUSH

LACE
KITS

SEASON
EXTENDER

DREAM

WOMENS N66  B INDINGS

FLEX STIFF FLEX STIFF

The PLUSH is a great binding for beginners and intermediates that value a smooth 

and predictable binding that performs at a high level!  The universal sizing is 

perfect for multiple riders on the boat.  Dual lace zones only add to the custom fi t & 

performance that this binding dishes out!

º  N66 Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom 

º  EVA foot-bed  º  Control Liner

º  Dual Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Medium-Wide Fit

Keep those toes a little 

warmer this fall! 1.5mm 

Neoprene fi ts inside your 

bindings.  Smooth bottom 

won’t tear up your liner.  

Keeps your feet warm on 

the boat and comfortable 

walking around the cable.

Customize your Bindings

20 complete sets assorted colors

Counter top display box

The DREAM binding is packed full of features to help your little rippers 

add to their list of tricks.  Impact EVA and our comfort liner give this 

binding smooth transitions and comfortable feeling.  If it’s hard to get your 

grom’s off the water, put them in the DREAM so they stay comfortable 

all day!

º  N66 Chassis   º  Impact EVA Chassis Bottom 

º  EVA foot-bed  º  Comfort Liner

º  Single Lace System  º  Cuff Stretch Zone

º  Medium-Wide Fit

4-7       7-10
Available Size Ranges

12T-5Y       4-6
Available Size Ranges
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SURFERS

2017 Surfers

Everyone loves to surf.

We love it so much our office is located between the 

beach and the lagoon – so we can surf all the time.  What 

makes wakesurfing so much fun is that there are no rules 

– just have fun your own way. 

This attitude has perpetuated an environment of fun, 

progression, and constant experimentation.  With design 

input and creative influences from all over, we have 

created our most complete line of wakesurfers ever 

with boards for every kind of experience.  Whether this 

is your first season to shred or you’re looking for your 

dream ride, we have something for your stoke.

Our new custom series feature new shapes, lighter 

materials and performance fabrics to enhance your 

surfing experience.  The LF EPS/Epoxy molded models 

have been lightened and livened up for even better 

performance.  And our standard Polycore boards have 

new and updated designs for all types of riders. Surf-

style, skim-style, freestyle – just do it with some style.  

There is a magic board (or two) in here for you!

- Jimmy Redmon
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S U R F  T E C H

SURF TECH
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S U R F  T E C H 2017 WAKESURF TECHNOLOGY

New shapes, updated rockers, performance fabrics – 
Lighter weight, higher performance, more fun! 
Our surfers incorporate lots of different materials 
to create the best ride for each design.  Inside each 
board is one or more of the following features to 
improve your surf time: 

PRECISION CNC / HAND FINISHED SHAPES
Starting with a strong yet light EPS stringered core, 
our surfers are precisely milled and finished to match 
the tested master shapes of each performance model.

CARBON FIBER & CARBON STRINGERS
Whether you’re riding the new Keen Skim with full 
Carbon deck or the Pods and Darts with their Carbon 
stringers, this material keeps them strong, stiff, and 
light.

VECTOR NET
From Pods to the new SuperTramp, VectorNet 
Technora adds torsional rigidity while offering a lively 
flex/reflex response to the shapes.

INNEGRA
Reinforces high impact zones while maintaining the 
strength and integrity of the board without sacrificing 
its weight.

HEXAGONAL CARBON WEAVES
Our new Carbon Happy Pills use an exclusive colored 
carbon hex weave fabric that provides the high 
strength and lightweight of carbon and the flex and 
response of E-glass for a unique blend of performance 
characteristics and style.

CARBON HONEYCOMB FINS
Lightweight honeycomb core / carbon fins improve 
stiffness and flex characteristics to help drive your 
board to new speed and heights.
.

SURF TECH
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4 -3 4 -7 4 -11

SURFERS

The POD is our newest high performance surf shape designed to let you fl y!  The unique full diamond shape lets you ride a 

shorter, more maneuverable board that still has plenty of volume to keep you gliding.  The POD comes equipped with our new 

Carbon side fi ns that give the board the ability to handle high speed direction changes and rip apart any wake thrown at it.  A 

dual layer deck featuring our Innegra and Vector Net reinforcements make sure the board is sturdy underfoot and prepared 

for landings as you take your airs to another level!

º  Vector Net Reinforced Tail… Top And Bottom  º  Innegra Reinforced Front Foot Area

º  CNC EPS Foam Core With Stringer   º  Single To Double Concave Vee Hull

º  Square Grooved Multi-Zoned EVA Front And Rear Pads  

º  Quad Fin Set-Up- 2 High Performance Carbon Side Fins & 2 Stubbie 2.0 Rear Fins

Pa
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SURFERS

3 -10 4 -4 4 -8 5 -3

If you’re looking for a fast, loose, and light surf-style wake surf board, the new DART may be just the right ride for you!  We 

took what was already a great board and made it better for 2017.  The new DART comes with a wider tail, slightly lower tail 

rocker and increased nose rocker, making it much faster with more glide than last year.  In addition, these changes make it 

easier to turn with less hang-ups at the nose.  With a lightweight EPS construction that is topped with a reinforce deck and 

carbon stringers, this board is built to perform and built to last!

º  CNC milled / hand fi nished lightweight EPS wood stringered core

º  Dual layer top glass w/ Innegra tail reinforcement

º  Single layer base glass w/ Carbon stringer

º  Wide Squaretail w/ Single Concave Hull

º  Square Grooved EVA Front & Rear Deck Pad w/ molded kickstop and archbar

º  Five Fin Option - comes w/ 2 large side fi ns, 2 Stubbie 2.0s, and 1 center fi n
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SURFERS
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SURFERS

5 -2

The name says it all… this handsome new mini longboard is all about good looks and style.  The full bodied shape and beveled 

rails allow for smooth effortless rides and the concave hull keeps the board humming along at a nice pace.  An adjustable 

single center fi n box lets you adjust the ride… move it forward for a looser feel or bring it back for a tighter, more driven feel.  

The Guapo loosens your style and lets your ride becomes more about the fl ow and less about the go, go, go!  Jam a turn off 

the tail, get in the curl, glide, and hang 5… your summer is guaranteed to be a lot more fun with this unique shape added to 

your quiver!

º  CNC Milled EPS Foam Core With Wood Stringer  

º  Single To Double Concave Hull With Beveled Rails At Nose w/ Tip Concave

º  Full EVA Deck – Nose To Tail

º  2 Layers Of 6 oz Glass On Deck, 1 Layer On Hull

º  Beautiful Full Color Inlaid Graphic Base

º  Adjustable Center 6.5” Longboard Style Single Fin
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52 56 60

Austin Keen’s new pro model shape is a no-nonsense skim shape… Fast, clean and simple! 

A year ago we promised to design something that could keep up with Austin’s energy and creativity, and the Keen certainly

delivers!  An EPS foam core is topped with a full deck of Carbon, making this board super strong, yet very light and

responsive.  Although the KEEN is a true skim at heart, the multiple fi n boxes make it more versatile than most skims…

you can ride as a single fi n for a true skim feel or ride it as a twin setup for a more skatey feel.  Austin rides with power,

precision, control, and pop and this board is ready to take his and anyone’s ability to higher levels!

º  Full Carbon Deck   º  Precision Milled EPS Foam Core With Stringer

º  Triple Fin Box Options w/ 2 Small Skim Fins º  Clean, Single Concave Hull w/ Crisp Rails At Nose And Tail

º  Square Grooved EVA Traction Pads   

SURFERS
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SURFERSSURFERS

Dominic Lagace wanders the world in search of the next great ride, and when he fi nds it, he rides with a level of aggressive-

ness that is unmatched!  His new pro model, the SUPER TRAMP can handle his power and speed yet at the same time allows 

him to have the fi nesse needed for spinning lip tricks.  The SUPER TRAMP is a solid, yet nimble and lively ride. Using a 

special weave of Carbon Triax fabric on the deck gives longitudinal and torsional rigidity, as well as crazy spring for a light 

and lively pop and response.  The shape has a slightly fuller nose and tail than other skims, allowing the overall design to be a 

narrower outline with the same surface area as more traditional shapes.  This modern shape results in a quicker board that is 

easier to spin.  The SUPER TRAMP is ready to join you on your next wakesurfi ng adventure!

º  Dual Layer Carbon Triax Deck  º  Single Glass Layer Hull

º  Single Concave To Slight Double Concave Hull º  Sharp Rails

º  Concave Deck Surface For More Board Control º  Single Center Skim Fin

º  EPS Foam Core With Stringer  º  Square Grooved EVA Pads With Kick-Stop And Arch-Bar
51 55 59

SURFERS
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SURFERS

The Happy Pill will turn any frown upside down.  With a full, round shape and quad fi n set up, this board is stable yet snappy 

and maneuverable.  Drive down the line and pop an air or chill and hang your toes over the nose.  This board is a really 

forgiving and fun board that can be mellow or aggressive depending on your mood.  Enough performance for the best surfers 

around and enough forgiveness for those just learning… it truly is the perfect prescription for all!

º  Speed Finish Vacuum Formed Outer Shell  º  Short, Stubby Squaretail Shape

º  Quad Fin Set-Up - 2 High Performance Carbon Side Fins & 2 Stubbie 2.0 Rear Fins 

º  Lightweight EPS Core    

º  Front and Rear EVA Grooved Traction with Arch bars & Kick stops   4 -0 4 -5 4 -10 5 -2
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SURFERS

We just bumped up the dose of your surf prescription with our new Carbon Happy Pill!  This new ride is based on our highly 

popular Happy Pill design, yet we’ve added our LF Exclusive Colored Hex Carbon and Satin top sheets.  These new materials 

provide extra strength and durability and dramatically reduce the weight of the board.  This version of the Happy Pill still 

retains the fun, forgiving feel, but the performance level has been ramped up by the reduction of weight.  Ridden as a quad set 

up or twin set up, the new carbon fi ns add to the enhancement and push the performance to another level.  The Carbon Happy 

Pill will have you grinning from ear to ear all year long.

º  Exclusive Hexagonal Weave Carbon Glass º  Single-to-Double Concave Hull

º  Quad Fin Set-Up - 2 High Performance Carbon Side Fins & 2 Stubbie 2.0 Rear Fins   

º  CNC EPS Core   º  Grooved & Slotted EVA Front & Rear Deck Pad

º  Precision Vacuum Formed Outer Shell  4 -0 4 -5 4 -10 5 -2
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SURFERS

The PRIMO is a do-it-all surf vehicle for any wake! Our vacuum formed outer skin construction makes this board bulletproof 

and ultra-light!  The fi n options make this perfect for anyone looking for an aggressive, yet in control surf ride.  Ride it as 

a Twin Fin for stability and drive down the line, or ride it as a single fi n for that loose skim feel Tommy’s boards have been 

known for.

º  Compression Construction:  

º  CNC Core:    

º  Three Fin Set-Up

º  Full Sized Grooved EVA Front & Rear Deck Pad   

4 -5 4 -9 5 -1
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53 58

Our new compression molded skim shape is designed for performance and fun, just like the wave 

in Encinitas, CA that it was named after.  This board is for those that want a skim shape without 

the fragile high performance construction or price.  The Swami is built to last and also built to 

perform at a high level.  It features a rounded diamond nose and tail shape for control and lift 

when riding forward or reverse, a single concave for easy glide and a slotted channel through the 

tail for control.  Ride this board as a true skim or attach the shallow twin fi ns for added drive.

 

º  Compression Molded Design

º  Rounded Diamond Nose and Tail Shape

º  Single Concave into Slotted Channel through Tail

º  Full Rail Shape with Sharp Edge through the Tail

º  Shallow Twin Fin Setup

º  Grooved EVA Deck Pads

The Gromi is our new performance skim shape for all the little rippers out there.  The beveled 

rail edge is catch free which helps with control and learning along with the fuller diamond tip 

shape for stability.  The single concave into a slotted tail lets the board glide with ease.  Multiple 

fi n set-ups let your grom customize the ride as their ability improves or changes… Single fi n for 

classic skimming, a twin set up for that loose surf feel, or a tri for driving down the line. 

 

º  Compression Molded PU core Design

º  Rounded Diamond Tip Shape

º  Beveled Rail Edge - Nose through Mid-Section

º  Single Concave into Slotted Tail Channel

º  Versatile 3 Fin Options

º  Large Grooved EVA Deck Pads

46
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SURFERS

Our Rocket is an ultra-stable board for the entire boat with a touch of performance.  The winged swallow tail allows for a fuller outline for stability and the single to double 

concave hull lets you glide effortlessly.   Ride this board as a twin fi n for that “fi sh” feel or as a thruster for added drive down the line.  This board will have the entire boat 

feeling like they have been to the moon and back.  

 

º  Winged Swallow Tail

º  Compression Molded Design

º  Single-to-Double Concave Hull

º  Interchangeable 2+1 Fin Set-Up

º  Larger EVA Deck Pad with full coverage   

4 -8 5 -0 5 -4
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SURFERS

It is just wakesurfi ng right?  We say why take it so dang seriously?  Fun Unlimited is guaranteed on our soft surfer, the Slaysh!  This board does just as much as that $1000 carbon 

board, in fact it does more... Crack open your favorite beverage, lay back if you want and enjoy life.  Tell anyone that gets in your way, “FU”… FUN UNLIMITED!

 

º  Triple Stringer

º  Fiberglass wrapped Core

º  Soft Outer Construction

º  EVA Traction

º  Fin box -Stringer unit

º  FCS Fins

58
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SKATES

Our TAO skate was built for Daniel Grant to be the most bombproof wake skate on the market.  Whether you are hitting a 

dock, ledge, kicker, rails or just the wake, the TAO was designed to conquer it all.  Daniel choose a Hybrid construction of 

100% Paulownia wood core for consistent and lively pop, wrapped it with Liquid Rails and covered the base with Liquid 

Force’s exclusive Sintered Grind Base to make it stand up to whatever he or you choose to hit.  The TAO offers a progressive 

3 Stage rocker line and single concave belly for quick release off the water.  Whether you are on top of the podium or hitting 

your fi rst rail at the cable, the TAO is built to be King!

 

º  Progressive 3 Stage Rocker

º  Single Concave Belly

º  Hybrid Construction

º  LF Exclusive Sintered Grind Base

º  Liquid Rails

º  Full Paulownia Wood Core

º  Variable Rail Edge

º  Symmetrical Design

º  1.125 Obscura Fin

º  Grip Tape Deck

39 41

S K A T E
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SKATES

42 44 42 44

The Obscura team wants to see everyone have a blast riding a wake skate, so 

we built a playful shape with fun in mind.  With a 9-Ply wood construction 

the REFLEX has a solid feel on the water and in the air.  The 3D EVA deck 

traction provides extra control off the wake and in the fl ats.  The progressive 

3 Stage rocker paired with the single concave belly makes it easier to pop your 

ollies.  The beveled rail design makes the REFLEX forgiving when getting up 

or trying a new trick.  So whether you’re a seasoned professional on a budget 

or just beginning the REFLEX was designed with you in mind!

º  Progressive 3 Stage Rocker

º  Single Concave Belly

º  9-Ply Wood Construction

º  Beveled Rail Design

º  EVA 3D Concave Deck Traction

º  Symmetrical Design

º  1.0 Skate Fin

Whether you are new to the sport or just a skater on a budget, the FOCUS is 

the perfect wake skate for a pull behind any boat or PWC.  The FOCUS uses 

the same professionally designed 9-ply wood deck of our higher end skate and 

shaves some money by covering the deck with a fl at, stamped and brushed EVA 

deck.  This deck surface provides comfort with or without shoes.  Its’ beveled 

rail provides forgiveness when getting up or for when you are ready to try that 

new trick.  You can’t progress if you don’t try, so grab a Focus wake skate and 

let the good times begin!

º  Progressive 3 Stage Rocker

º  Single concave

º  9-Ply Wood Construction

º  Beveled Rail design

º  EVA deck traction

º  Symmetrical design

º  1.0 Skate Fin
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2017 Ropes & Handles Tech

Custom Wake Handle Grips
We make a handle grip for every rider’s personal style.  
With our big selection of diameters and shapes you will 
find a Liquid Force handle that fits your mitts perfectly.  
Available with Ultra Suede, machined brushed EVA, and 
Hydra-Tack coverings we have a comfortable handle for 
everyone.

6061-T6 Alloy Tubes
Our Aircraft grade 6061-T6 aluminum alloy grip tubes 
are made by high-pressure extrusion which is heat-
treated to T6 hardness for our demanding specifications.  
The high strength to weight ratio of the Liquid Force 
6061-T6 aluminum alloy makes our bars stiff, well 
balanced and responsive in your hands.
 
Nylon 6 Plastic End Caps
Our unique injection molded end caps are designed to 
flex smoothly so you can say “Good Bye!” to painful 
handle lash.  The ergonomic curves are shaped like your 
hand for a secure and comfortable grip. The tough Nylon 
6 plastic end caps and no twist hidden rope attachments 
provide a rigid connection to eliminate handle roll.
 
Integrated Rubber Lash Pads
Liquid Force pro wake handles are the only end caps 
with built in rubber to provide extra protection from 
handle lash.  You will enjoy the secure and comfortable 
grip.
 
No Splice Leader Lines
All Liquid Force pro wake handles feature the No Splice 
connection to the handle; this provides a more durable, 
low-stretch, direct connection between you and the boat.   
You will enjoy the smoother and more predictable take 
offs for fast and easy launching!
 
Pro Connect Leader
Splice connection that keeps the continuous loop 
together and in line with the handle, providing better 
strength to the overall assembly.
 
Y-Connect
A Liquid Force EXCLUSIVE - our handle leader line 
connection reduces tangles and ensures you have an 
even center line pull.
 
Adjustable Wrap Handle
Another Liquid Force EXCLUSIVE - The adjustable 
wrap handle is customizable for you.  Set it up, tighten it 
down…then let it fly!

ROPES  & HANDLES
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ROPES  & HANDLES

Watson Pro Handle
Designed for comfort, the Watson Pro 

Handle features a round padded Ultra Suede 

grip and Liquid Force’s Pro End Caps with 

padded lash guards for superior leverage 

while eliminating bar spin and end cap 

pinch.  The Watson Pro handle also offers 

Liquid Force’s exclusive adjustable T-bar for 

wrapped spins and inverts and is paired with 

the ultra-light and durable Flight main line.
 

º Pro End Cap Injected Nylon with hidden  
   line attachment and anti-lash design

º Padded Lash Guards

º Ultra Suede grip

º 30mm Grip Diameter – Round

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - no fl ex, no bend,  
   and super lightweight

º Adjustable / Removable Wrap Handle

º Pro Connect No Splice reduces tangles

º Flight single loop 100% Dyneema™ main  
   line-no stretch fi ber

º 80 feet Total length 60’-10’-5’+ 5’ Handle

Next Handle
The Next’s high density machined and 

brushed EVA teardrop design provides the 

perfect amount of grip for your fi ngers to 

help eliminate fatigue and making it easier 

to snag the handle during tricks.  The Next 

handle offers LF’s Pro End Caps eliminat-

ing handle roll and offering an extended 

surface to grab while spinning.  It’s paired 

with the coated non-stretch Vision Line 

made from 100% Dyneema™.

º Pro End Cap Injected Nylon with hidden  
  line attachment and anti-lash design

º Padded Lash Guards

º Teardrop Grip – Ergonomically shape w/ 
  brushed EVA grip

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - no fl ex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Adjustable / Removable Wrap Handle

º Pro Connect No Splice reduces tangles

º Vision 80 PU coated 100% Dyneema™  
  100% main line-No stretch fi ber

º 80 feet Total length 60’-10’-5’+ 5’ Handle

Harley Handle
The Harley Pro handle combines our 

Ultra-Suede Grip with added comfort in 

the fore fi ngers from the addition of impact 

foam.  This unique ergonomic design 

relieves hand fatigue so you can ride longer.  

The Harley Pro offers Liquid Force’s Pro 

End Caps with padded lash guards’ stop 

handle roll and the coated Dyneema™ 

Vision Line for the best pull on the water!
 

º Pro End Cap Injected Nylon with hidden  
  line attachment and anti-lash design 

º Padded Lash Guards

º 30mm Grip Diameter – Oval

º Ultra Suede grip with Impact Gel inserts  
  added to front of the bar for comfort and  
  ergonomics

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No fl ex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Pro “Y” Connect No Splice reduces tangles

º Vision 80 PU coated 100% Dyneema™  
   main line-No stretch fi ber

º 75 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’-’+5’ Handle

Shane Handle
Not all riders like the same diameter 

handle, so Shane Bonifay designed his pro 

handle with a smaller round diameter bar 

and wrapped it in Hydra-Tak, a unique 

fabric that is incredibly soft yet grippy and 

extremely durable.  The Shane Pro is paired 

with Liquid Force’s Dyneema™ Line for the 

lightest set up in the LF line.
 

º Pro End Cap Injected Nylon with hidden  
  line attachment and anti-lash design

º Padded Lash Guards

º 25mm Grip Diameter

º Hydra-Tak grip

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No fl ex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Pro Connect No Splice reduces tangles

º Dyneema™ 100% High Performance main  
  line-No stretch fi ber

º 75 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’-’+5’ Handle

Henshaw Handle
Unique boxcar molded Ultra suede handle 

designed with the larger hand in mind.  Its 

soft, yet durable design provides superior grip 

and amazing comfort.  The Henshaw Pro 

handle is partnered with a 100% non-stretch 

Dyneema™ line, unless you prefer just the 

handle, like Kevin does at #Area52, his 

private playground in Central Florida.

º Long Arm PVC end caps with hidden line    
  attachment and anti lash design

º Boxcar Grip – Ergonomically four sided  
  molded w/soft EVA handle grip

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No fl ex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Team “Y” Connect reduces tangles

º Dyneema™ 100% High Performance main  
  line-No stretch fi ber

º Available As Blank Handle

º 75 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’-’+5’ Handle
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Plush Handle

Liquid Force’s go to handle with embroi-

dered Ultra Suede wrapped around an EVA 

padded round bar.  Medium diameter for 

solid grip when wet.  The Plush combo offers 

the Team End Cap eliminating bar roll and 

the Vision coated Dyneema™ non-stretch 

line.
 

º Team End Cap with Secure splice connection

º Ergo Corner contour

º Ultra-Suede Grip - Round grip with EVA  
  padding

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No flex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Team “Y” Connect reduces tangles

º Vision 70 PU coated 100% Dyneema™  
  main line-No stretch fiber

º 70 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’+ 5’ handle

Plush Handle

Liquid Force’s go to handle with embroi-

dered Ultra Suede wrapped around an EVA 

padded round bar.  Medium diameter for 

solid grip when wet.  The Plush combo offers 

the Team End Cap eliminating bar roll and 

the Vision coated Dyneema™ non-stretch 

line.

 
º Team End Cap with Secure splice connection

º Ergo Corner contour

º Ultra-Suede Grip - Round grip with EVA  
  padding

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No flex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Team “Y” Connect reduces tangles

º Vision 70 PU coated 100% Dyneema™  
  main line-No stretch fiber

º 70 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’+ 5’ handle

Team Handle

The Team combo offers a precision cut, 

brushed EVA teardrop grip with laser 

engraving.  No more handle roll due to the 

stout Team End Caps and no more handle 

pop thanks to the superior grip from the box-

car design. This is offered with or without 

the Dyneema™ non-stretch line.  Ride like a 

pro without breaking the bank!

º Team End Cap with Secure splice connection

º Ergo Corner contour

º Teardrop Grip – Ergonomically molded w/ 
  soft EVA handle grip

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No flex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Team “Y” Connect reduces tangles

º Dyneema™ 100% High Performance main  
  line-No stretch fiber

º 70 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’+ 5’ handle

RED/GRY GRN/BLU
Team Handle

The Team combo offers a precision cut, 

brushed EVA teardrop grip with laser 

engraving.  No more handle roll due to the 

stout Team End Caps and no more handle 

pop thanks to the superior grip from the box-

car design. This is offered with or without 

the Dyneema™ non-stretch line.  Ride like a 

pro without breaking the bank!

º Team End Cap with Secure splice connection

º Ergo Corner contour

º Teardrop Grip – Ergonomically molded w/ 
  soft EVA handle grip

º T6-6061 Aluminum Bar - No flex, no bend,  
  and super lightweight

º Team “Y” Connect reduces tangles

º Dyneema™ 100% High Performance main  
  line-No stretch fiber

º 70 feet Total length 50’-10’-5’+ 5’ handle

GRN/BLU
Vision Wake Line

The Vision wakeboard lines’ light and 

flexible PU coating provides floatation and 

eliminates abrasions on the 100% non-stretch 

Dyneema™ woven fibers.  No more sinking 

lines for “your buddy” to run over, thanks to 

the PU coating.  Tie one on to your favorite 

handle and go rip!

º 4mm Dyneema™ woven fibers with a UV  
  protectant PU casing

º Less tangle and abrasive to touch

º 75’ Total Line Length

º Mainline Sections:  60’-10’-5’

Dyneema Wake Line

The Dybeema™ wakeboard line is 

for performance on a budget!  This 

ultra-light weight non-stretch 100% 

Dyneema™  woven fiber wakeboard line 

provides a consistent pull behind the boat 

at an ultra-light price!

º 4mm Dyneema™ woven fibers

º 65’ Total Line Length

º  Mainline Sections:  50’-10’-5’

BLU/GRN

GREEN

GREEN

ROPES  & HANDLES 
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ROPES  & HANDLES

      Pro Surf Handle

Designed by Liquid Force’s pro surf team, 

the lightweight Pro Surf Rope utilizes an 

11” wide Ultra Suede wrap, stitched around 

a machined EVA grip with Gel impact foam 

for superior fi nger and hand comfort and 

performance.   Catch a wave like the pros 

with the 2017 Pro Surf Rope from Liquid 

Force.
 

º 11” Round Ultra GEL suede grip with extra 
plush padding

º Easy length adjuster rope sections on 
boat end

º 24 Foot Braided PE Line 3 Sections

º 5/8” durable PE fi ber line resists fading

º Foam fl oats

      Coiled Surf Rope

Having trouble fi nding the “sweet spot” on 

your wave, then grab a Liquid Force Coiled 

Surf rope and use the unique spiral-knotted 

design to move up and down the wave. 

This sturdy 5/8” rope is companied by a 9” 

Teardrop shaped machined & brushed EVA 

Grip for comfort and plenty of space for big 

hands.  Pull yourself into the sweet spot and 

get your slash on!
 

º 9” Round Brushed EVA Grip

º Coiled spiral knotted rope section for a  
  custom grip

º Easy length adjuster rope sections on  
  boat end

º 24 Foot Braided PE Line 3 Sections

º 5/8” durable PE fi ber line resists fading

º Foam fl oats on handle and line

      Suede Grip Surf

The cushiest of Liquid Force’s surf ropes, 

The Suede Grip Surf Rope features a round 

9’’ Ultra Suede stitched handle for a com-

fortable yet solid feel.  The Suede Grip Surf 

Rope also incorporates two large diameter 

soft, ribbed EVA pads so you can dial in the 

“sweet spot” on any boat wave. 

 

º 9” round machined round EVA Grip  
  wrapped in Ultra Suede

º Ultra plush ribbed foam main line grips 

º Easy length adjuster rope sections on  
   boat end

º 24” Foot Braided PE Line 3 Sections

º 5/8’ durable PE fi ber line resists fading

º Foam fl oats on handle and line

      Knotted Surf

This surf rope features a durable Teardrop 

shaped machined & brushed EVA Grip for 

a comfortable, yet grippy feel. The sturdy 

5/8” line is strategically knotted for easy 

movement up and down the wave in search 

of the “sweet spot” on any boat.   Lean back, 

hold on and catch the wave!

 

º 8.5” Teardrop shaped machined & brushed  
  EVA Grip

º Easy length adjuster rope sections on   
  boat end

º 24 Foot Braided PE Line 3 Sections

º 5/8” durable PE fi ber line resists fading

º Foam fl oats on handle and line

      DLX Surf Rope

A totally new concept for surf ropes, The DLX 

Surf rope features a completely molded EVA foam 

handle with integrated grip and fl oats.  This handle 

provides a solid grip, better fl otation and 360 degree 

padding for a safer toss back into the boat.  Helps 

reduce dings and dents on boards, boats, and 

passengers!    

  
 
º  9” Round EVA grip with integrated safety fl oats

º  Ultra plush modeled foam main line grips 

º  Easy length adjuster rope sections on boat end

º  24’ Braided PE Line 3 Sections

º  5/8” durable PE fi ber line resists fading

º  High visibility orange or low key camo

GRN/WHT/BLK
A B C D E

YEL/BLK ORANGE GRN/BLK CAMO & ORANGE

A B D

E

C
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ROPES  & HANDLES

Floating Surf Rope

The evolution of the surf rope continues 

with this unique floating foam core surf line, 

which keeps the rope afloat and away from 

snags and tangles.  The Floating Surf Rope 

features a machined and brushed teardrop 

shaped EVA grip, soft end caps and a sturdy 

5/8” line knotted for easy gripping as you 

find the sweet spot on your wave.

 

º Easy length adjuster rope sections for each  
  pylon position

º 24 Foot Braided PE Line 3 Sections

º 5/8” durable PE fiber line resists fading

º Foam floats on handle and floating core

DLX Floating Tube Rope

The DLX 60’ Floating Tube Rope steps it up a 

notch with an internal floating core for extra 

visibility on the water and less splash for the 

riders.  Tie one of these 2-Man or 4-Man tube 

ropes to a Liquid Force IPA for all day fun!

º  Unique floating core keeps the rope on     
the surface 

º  PU coated boat end reduces wear and tear
 
º  Durable fade resistant PE fiber 

º  High visibility Colors to avoid prop tangles
 
º  2-Person / 340 Lbs. 12 strand /60 Filament      
2375 Lbs. Break

º  4-Person / 680 Lbs.  16 strands /84 Filament     
4100 Lbs. Break

Standard Tube Rope

The Standard 60’ Tube Rope with float is 

designed with a budget in mind.  Offered in 2 

and 4 person versions.  Pair it with a Liquid 

Force IPA for loads of fun on the water!

º  Durable fade resistant PE fiber

º  Built in float helps keep rope on the water 

º  High visibility green to avoid prop tangles 

º  2-Person / 340 Lbs. 12 strand /60 Filament  
   2375 Lbs. Break

º  4-Person / 680 Lbs.  16 strands /84 Filament  
   4100 Lbs. Break

4 Man Tube Rope

60” Tube Rope that provides tons of fun! 

º Durable fade resistant PE fiber 

º Built in float helps keep rope on the water 

º High visibility green to avoid prop tangles 

º 4-Man / 680 Lbs.  16 strands /84 Filament  
  4100 Lbs.

2 Man Tube Rope

60” Tube Rope that provides tons of fun! 

º Durable fade resistant PE fiber 

º Built in float helps keep rope on the water 

º High visibility green to avoid prop tangles 

º 2-Man / 340 Lbs. 12 strand /60 Filament  
  2375 Lbs. 

GRN/BLK GRN/WHT/BLK GRN/WHT/BLK GRN/BLK GRN/BLK

F

F G H I J

G H

I J
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2017 Vests

 At Liquid Force, we are committed to making 

time on the water fun and safe for everyone.  Floatation 

vests are a key element to this and we understand what 

it takes to make them for the world’s top pros, as well 

as anyone looking to just have a good time on the 

water.  For 2017, we continue to add new innovations 

to our vest designs, constructions and materials.  More 

Liquid Force vests feature our exclusive Stitch-less Flex 

Panel Architecture, 4XS Stretchable foam, Chill stopper 

Lining, Bio-Spine 3D Curve pattern, and  V-Flex 

shoulder pattern.  From the game changing Women’s 

Ghost Comp to the lightweight and ultra-thin Men’s 

Enigma Comp, the full offering has both the Comp and 

CGA vests that you and your family need!  

VESTS

XS
28-32CM

SM
32-35CM

MD
35-38CM

LG
38-41CM

XLG
41-43CMLA

DI
ES

NC
GA

M
EN

S XS
28-32CM

SM
32-36CM

MD
36-40CM

LG
40-44CM

XLG
44-48CM

XXLG
48-52CM

XXXLG
52-56CMNC

GA
M
EN

S XS
28-32CM

SM
32-36CM

MD
36-40CM

LG
40-44CM

XLG
44-48CM

XXLG
48-52CM

XXXLG
52-56CMCG

A

XS
28-32CM

SM
32-36CM

MD
36-40CM

LG
40-44CM

XLG
44-48CMLA

DI
ES

CG
A

CH
IL
D

YO
UT

H

TE
EN20-25”

30-50 LBS
24-29”

50-90 LBS
28-32”
90+ LBS 0-30 LBS

IN
FA
NT

CGA CGA CGA CGA
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MENS VESTS

The most popular vest in our lineup from this past year is back and better than ever!  The GHOST vest is arguably more com-

fortable than any other in the market and is extremely lightweight… feels like you’re wearing nothing!  Features a stich-less 

fl ex panel design that forms to your body with wider arm openings and a tapered waist for a better fi t.  Our LF exclusive Bio-

Spline 3D Curve anatomically forms to your body while our 4XS Stretch Foam keeps things fl exible and light!  Our interior 

Chill Stopper keeps you warm and comfortable at all times.  Try the rest… then buy this vest!

º  Stitch-less Flex Panel Architecture… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Bio-Spine 3D Curve… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  4XS Stretch Foam… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Flex-Span Neoprene Fits Like A Second Skin

º  Chill Stopper Lined Chest Panels And Stretch-Light Lining

º  Advanced 44-panel Flex-Architecture Design

º  Tapered Waist And Wide Arm Openings       

º  Easy Access Front Zipper

º  V-Flex Shoulder Pattern... Liquid Force Exclusive   

G H O S T
C O M P

B L A C K

G R E Y

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE   |   XXLARGE
Available Size Ranges
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MENS VESTS

The ENIGMA COMP is brand new for 2017… it’s a totally unique streamlined seem-less design.  It’s a radical design that 

truly shows what a vest can be!  Featuring our LF exclusive Stich-less Flex Panel Architecture, our Chill Stopper lining and 

4XS Stretch Foam this vest is extremely lightweight and comfortable.  The ENIGMA COMP has more fl otation from thinner 

foam because there are no section breaks… and it looks insane!

 

º  Stitch-less Flex Panel Architecture… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Bio-Spine 3D Curve… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  100% Chill Stopper Lining

º  Flex-Span Neoprene Fits Like A Second Skin

º  Tapered Waist And Wide Arm Openings

E N I G M A
C O M P

G R E Y

B L A C K

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE
Available Size Ranges
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MENS VESTS

A top performer out on the lake, Shawn has designed the 

WATSON COMP to not only look good, but to perform at a 

top level.  Lightweight and comfortable, the vest features a 

front zip for easy entry/exit.  Once on, you’ll see that it has the V-Flex Shoulder pattern 

and 4XS Stretch Foam for added comfort.  It’s designed to take an impact and keep you 

coming back for more!

 

º  4XS Stretch Foam… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  V-Flex Shoulder pattern… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Air-Prene fabric with awesome ventilation technology

º  Advanced 12 segment/15 panel Flex-Architecture design

º  Fully tapered waist and wide shoulders to fi t snuggly without restriction

The FLEX COMP provides excellent impact protection and fl exes with you as you move…

It truly does it all!  Easy entry and exit make this vest a fan favorite, as it’s also reversible!  

Throw on the FLEX COMP to see how light and fl exible this vest really it and then reverse it for 

a different look to have two vests in one!

 

º  Flex-Span Neoprene Fits like a second skin

º  Advanced 38-panel Flex-Architecture design

º  PVX is our best lightweight, soft, stretchable and fl exible high  

   impact fl otation foam

º  Minimal taper and maximum stretch the Flex can zip up tight  

   without restrictions

º  Reversible: If the mood strikes you, fl ip out this vest for a new look!

WA T S O N
C O M P

F L E X
C O M P

G R E Y

B L A C K

B R OW N

G R E E N

B L A C K

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE
Available Size Ranges

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE   |   XXLARGE
Available Size Ranges
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MENS VESTS

The Z-CARDIGAN COMP is still one of the lightest and most comfortable impact vests on the market.  4XS Stretch Foam is 

thin and fl exible while our Power-Flex Neoprene fi ts really tight to your body like a second skin.  A tapered waist and larger 

arm openings make this vest fi t just like it anatomically should!  It moves with you and is extremely user friendly!

 

º  4XS Stretch Foam… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Power-Flex Neo: Supportive and fi ts like a second skin

º  Advanced 16-panel Flex-Architecture design

º  Tapered waist and wide arm openings       

º  Reversible: If the mood strikes you, fl ip out this vest for a new look!

Z
C A R D I G A N

C O M P

F L O R A L

B R OW N

G R E E N

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE
Available Size Ranges
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MENS CGA VESTS

The WATSON CGA has all the features that the WATSON COMP has to offer plus increased protection, safety and fl otation!  

You know that it’s top of the line if it has the Watson name on it, and this vest does not disappoint.  A top of the line fi t using 

top of the line materials, the WATSON CGA fi ts just as good as it looks.  Out on the lake or at the cable, the WATSON CGA is 

a top performer!

 

º  V-Flex Shoulder pattern… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Power-Flex Neo and Speed Skin Neo combine for fast drying supportive fi t

º  Advanced 17-panel Flex-Architecture design with V-Flex shoulder

º  Hidden belts with Lower V-Back design

º  Slightly tapered waist and wide shoulders

WA T S O N
C G A

C A M O

B L U E

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE
Available Size Ranges

Pa
ge
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The Liquid Force VORTEX CGA vest is designed for all 

around performance, comfort and top-level safety.  Feel safe 

and secure when you lock in to the VORTEX as this vest 

is tried and true.  Go with a true winner when you pick the 

VORTEX CGA! 

 

º  Power-Flex Neo and Speed Skin provide extra support for powerful riders.

º  6-panel design with unique back panel fl ex joint

º  Clean back with hidden belts to allow handle passes

º  Minimal waist taper for an accommodating fi t

The HINGE CGA is an excellent all-around vest for all of your watersports activities!  

Wakeboarding at the cable, wakesurfi ng on the lake, or running through the waterpark– 

the HINGE CGA will move with you and respond as needed.  Lightweight, safe & secure 

– the HINGE CGA sets the standard!

 

º  Flex-Span fabric makes the Hinge lightweight

º  7-panel design with shoulder fl ex panels front and back 

º  Clean back with hidden belts to allow handle passes

º  Minimal waist taper for an accommodating fi t

V O R T E X
C G A

B L U E

B L U E

B L A C K

R E D

MENS CGA VESTS

H I N G E
C G A

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE   |   XXLARGE
Available Size Ranges

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE   |   XXLARGE   |   3XLARGE
Available Size Ranges
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Just like the men’s GHOST COMP, the women’s version is a game changer!  De-

signed to fi t your shape, be as lightweight as possible, but also to take an impact and 

protect as needed.  The ultimate in vest technology – the GHOST COMP has a stick-

less Flex Panel Architecture (LF Exclusive), a Bio-Spline 3D Curve (LF Exclusive) 

and it uses 4XS Stretch Foam (LF Exclusive).  What this means is lots of innovation 

and design have gone in to making this vest fl exible, comfortable, and a premium fi t.  Chill Stopper keeps you 

warm on those cold mornings, making this vest one you can’t live without!

 

º  Stitch-less Flex Panel Architecture  º  Bio-Spline 3D Curve

º  4XS Stretch Foam   º  Flex-Span Neoprene Fits like a second skin

º  Chill Stopper lined chest panels and Stretch-Light Lining

º  Advanced 44-panel Flex-Architecture design

º  Tapered waist and wide arm openings       

º  Easy access Front Zipper

The HAPPY HOUR COMP vest is designed for on the water high performance fun!  

Locking front zipper lets you make adjustments for custom fi ts… Zip it up for riding or let 

it down to soak up some sun!  Fully reversible for two fi ts in one!

 

º  Flex-Span Neoprene and Speed skin panels fi t like a second skin

º  15-panel design stays fl at and in place

º  PVX is our best lightweight, soft, stretchable and fl exible high impact fl otation foam

º  Tapered, thin panel design will fl atter your fi gure and provide impact protection

º  Chill Stopper Lining

WM N S
G H O S T
C O M P

H A P P Y
H O U R
C O M P

B L A C K

B L U E

B L A C K

XSMALL   |   SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE  
Available Size Ranges

XSMALL   |   SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE  
Available Size Ranges

WOMENS VESTS
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It all starts with the fi t, and the MELODY COMP has that 

dialed.  The Flex-Span Neoprene fi ts like a glove and our 

PVX foam is extremely lightweight and fl exible.  Easy in and 

easy out, this vest is fl exible from two different looks.  The 

MELODY COMP truly is just what the Dr. ordered!

 

º  Flex-Span Neoprene Fits like a second skin

º  38–panel Flex-Architecture design

º  PVX is our best lightweight, soft, stretchable and fl exible high impact fl otation foam

º  Minimal taper and maximum stretch so the Flex can zip up tight without restrictions

º  Reversible: If the mood strikes you, fl ip out this vest for a new look

The Z-CARDIGAN COMP not only looks great, but it feels great as well!  Sleek, form fi tting, and 

ultra-comfortable are words used to describe the fi t of this vest.  Extra fl exible and super comfortable, you 

can only try it for yourself!  Fully reversible, the Z-CARDIGAN ZIP has a front zipper for easy entry and 

exit!

 

º  4XS Stretch Foam… Liquid Force Exclusive

º  Power-Flex Neo: Supportive and fi ts like a second skin

º  Advanced 16–panel Flex-Architecture design

º  Fits like a second skin the Z-Cardigan has a tapered waist and wide arm openings

º  Chill Stopper Lining

M E L O D Y
C O M P

B L A C K

W H I T E

B L U E

B L A C K

WM N S
Z - C A R D
C O M P

XSMALL   |   SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE  
Available Size Ranges

XSMALL   |   SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE  
Available Size Ranges

WOMENS VESTS
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WOMENS CGA VESTS

The DIVA CGA is designed for all around comfort, performance and 

safety.  Feel safe and secure when you buckle into this vest.  It will 

keep you and your loved ones safe out on the water and they’ll look 

good doing it!

 

º  Flex-Span panels keep the Diva light and let you move freely

º  13-panel design with side fl ex panels 

º  Slightly tapered waist and wide shoulders

The HEARTBREAKER CGA is an amazing all-around vest that gets the job done no matter the activ-

ity!  Wakeboarding on the lake, tubing at the river, or climbing the obstacles at Hexagon Wake Park – 

the HEARTBREAKER CGA has got your covered!  Stay safe, look great, and enjoy that comfort!

 

º  Flex-Span panels keep the Heartbreaker light and let you move freely

º  10-panel design with side fl ex panels

º  Flexible back design that includes 3 fl ex-panels and hidden belts 

º  Slight taper at waist and wide shoulders

D I V A
C G A

H E A R T
B R E A K E R

C G A

B L A C K

P I N K

G R E E N

XSMALL   |   SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE  
Available Size Ranges

XSMALL   |   SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE  
Available Size Ranges
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Designed for the teens and tweens in your life that like to push the limits!  Feel that 

comfort that comes with the Coast Guard Approval – this vest keeps your kids safe and 

provides that needed piece of mind.  Alleviate some worry and maximize your fun levels 

out on the water!

This vest is ideal for all water activities… Your crazy kids will 

be safe and secure in the Coast Guard Approved FURY and 

DREAM!  Suitable for all water activities, these vests offer 

maximum comfort and fl otation on the water… Have fun but 

stay safe at the same time!

This vest is ideal for all water activities… Your crazy kids will 

be safe and secure in the Coast Guard Approved FURY and 

DREAM!  Suitable for all water activities, these vests offer 

maximum comfort and fl otation on the water… Have fun but 

stay safe at the same time!

J R
H I N G E
C G A

D R E A M

F U R Y

B L U E

P U R P L E

G R E E N

B L A C K

P I N K

CHILD CGA VESTS

TEEN   |   YOUTH   |   CHILD
Available Size Ranges

INFANT   |   CHILD   |   YOUTH
Available Size Ranges

INFANT   |   CHILD   |   YOUTH
Available Size Ranges
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MENS CGA VESTS

The HINGE CLASSIC CGA can really do it all and then some!  A true performer for quite some time, the HINGE CLASSIC 

CGA is there when you need it to provide protection and the safety.  Ready for all of your on water activities, this vest is a great 

package at a great value!  

H I N G E
C L A S S I C

C A M O

F L O R A L

R E D T E A L P I N K

SMALL   |   MEDIUM   |   LARGE   |   XLARGE   |   XXLARGE   |   3XLARGE
Available Size Ranges
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Get Those Little Ones On The Water!  Comfort and safety never go out of style!  These Coast Guard Approved vests provide that 

safety and security that you can’t put a price on.  Get what’s best for your little ones!

Coast Guard Approved High Visibility Fun!

º  Marked Captain, Firstmate, Deckhand and   

    Scallywag

º  Let you know who¹s in command of the party

º  For use in all types of water activities

º  Adjustable belts stay securely fastened

º  Open-sided styling for adjustability

º  Large armholes for freedom of movement

º  USCG Type III PFD

Boater’s Safety 4-pk

º  Coast Guard Approved for your safety Required      

   equipment for boating.

º  Contains 4 adult universal sized Type II USCG      

   approved life jackets

º  Keeps your vests in one place and provides      

   convenient storage

º  Convenient strap for carrying ease

º  Minimum 15.5 lbs of buoyancy

N E M I S I S S T A R

CHILD CGA VESTS

SCALLYWAG
BOATER
SAFETY

INFANT   |   CHILD   |   YOUTH
Available Size Ranges
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HELMETS

2017 Helmets
 

 Most of us are born with only one brain, 

so why not use it and protect it?   For 2017, we’re 

offering more CE Impact rated helmets to make 

sure everyone is safer while they’re out on the water 

having a blast!

CE Certified Pro-Dri

Our newest Pro-Dri Lining helmets all feature a better 

fitting, higher Impact ABS.  They continue to feature 

a re-engineered triple density foam lining system with 

adjustable fit pads. We crash test our Pro-Dri helmets in 

the lab…..so you don’t have to!

 

Sweat Saver CE

Our super comfortable Sweat Saver helmet is back 

with a new, CE impact rated shell and lining.   You 

will love the soft dual density foam wrapped in an 

ultra-plush terry fabric.   Keeps you cool, fits like no 

other and helps protect your head! 

H E L M E T S
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HELMETS

BLACK RED

WHITE YELLOW

The DROP helmet is our bare bones, CE certifi ed water helmet.  Whether you’re 

riding the cable, getting a pull from a winch or trying a new trick behind the boat, 

wearing a helmet is the smart thing to do.  Even on a budget, you need to protect 

your noggin! 

 

º  Redesigned softer Certifi ed high-density ABS shell

º  Triple density closed cell foam liner does not absorb water

º  CE Certifi ed EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Snaps for optional ear fl aps (sold separately)

º  Four colors to choose from: RED, BLACK, WHITE & YELLOW 

 

The HERO is our go to functional and fashionable CE certifi ed helmet 

featuring our newly redesigned CE Certifi ed Pro-Dri lining and high-den-

sity ABS shell.  Feel like a “hero” in one of four matte color combination 

options! 

 

º  New better fi tting Certifi ed high-density ABS shell

º  Triple density closed cell foam liner does not absorb water

º  Pro-Dri Plus lining fabric wicks away moisture and provides a comfortable fi t

º  CE Certifi ed EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Snaps for optional ear fl aps (sold separately)

º  Four matte color ways to choose from: GRN/BLUE, BLK/GRN, BLUE/WHT & ORG/BLK 

 

D R O P

H E R O

GRN/BLU BLK/GRN

BLU/WHT ORG/BLK

SM/MD    MD/LG    LG/XL

Available Size Ranges

SM/MD    MD/LG    LG/XL

Available Size Ranges
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HELMETS

BLACK

BLACK

RED METALLIC GREEN METALLIC

The FLASH helmet steps up the game, with the Liquid Force exclusive Sweat Saver liner.  The Sweat 

Saver liner is comprised of cushy dual density foam, wrapped in a plush terry cloth fabric designed 

to be soft and form fi tting for the most comfortable helmet on the market.  Protect the dome while 

standing out in the stylish metal fl ake painted FLASH helmet!

 

º  New better fi tting high-density ABS shell

º  Updated Dual-density foam liner for impact protection

º  CE Certifi ed EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Sweat Saver terry cloth liner… the most comfortable and form fi tting liner available

º  Removable ear fl aps

º  Offered in two Metal Flake color ways: GRN/SILVER & RED/SILVER  

The RECON is one of the key staples in our line of helmets. It boasts our high end CE certifi ed pro-dry lining wrapped in a 

deluxe Lycra fabric covered by our high-density ABS shell.  Look good protecting yourself with this lightweight, comfortable

and ultra-stylish lid!

 

º  New better fi tting Certifi ed high-density ABS shell

º  Triple density closed cell foam liner does not absorb water

º  Pro-Dri lining wicks away moisture and provides a comfortable fi t

º  CE Certifi ed EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Removable ear fl aps

º  Offered in a stylish Matte BLACK color way 

They don’t call him the “King of the Cable” for no reason.  Tom Fooshee has stood on top of the podium at more 

cable events than any other rider! To be great, you have to put in the hours on the cable, so Liquid Force and Tom 

collaborated on a new helmet for 2017, the signature Fooshee Comp.   Its’ designed for all day comfort and support.  

It incorporates the Liquid Force Exclusive Sweat Saver liner for the most form fi tting, comfortable feel on the market.  

Paired with the high-density ABS shell and removable snap-in earfl aps for ultimate protection for perfecting new 

tricks behind the boat or getting a pull around the cable.

 

º  New better fi tting high-density ABS shell

º  Updated Dual-density foam liner for impact protection

º  CE Certifi ed EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Sweat Saver terry cloth liner… the most comfortable and best fi tting liner available

º  Removable Ear Flaps

º  Offered in Tom’s signature BLACK color way  

F L A S H

R E C O N

F O O S H E E

XSMALL     SMALL     MEDIUM    LARGE    XLARGE

Available Size Ranges

SMALL     MEDIUM    LARGE    XLARGE

Available Size Ranges

SM/MD    MD/LG    LG/XL

Available Size Ranges
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HELMETS

TAN

Growing up in Germany and having access to more than 60 cable parks, young Liquid Force 

team rider, Nico Von Lerchenfeld, has become one of the premier cable riders on the planet.  

Nico designed one of the best-selling signature Liquid Force cable boards, the Peak, so it was 

only natural to collaborate again with LF on his signature helmet.  The Nico incorporates our 

high-density ABS shell and LF exclusive dual-density foam Sweat Saver liner for all day comfort 

spinning around the cable or behind the boat.

 

º  New better fi tting high-density ABS shell

º  Updated Dual-density foam liner for impact protection

º  CE Certifi ed EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Sweat Saver terry cloth liner… the most comfortable and best fi tting liner available

º  Removable Ear Flaps

º  Offered in Nico’s signature SAND color way  

N I C O

 SMALL     MEDIUM    LARGE    XLARGE

Available Size Ranges
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HELMETS

BLACK

BLACK

WHITE

We only want the best for the women of our sport, so for the DREAMCATCHER Comp 

helmet Liquid Force incorporated its’ ultra-popular Sweat Saver liner and high-density ABS 

Shell.   The 2017 DREAMCATCHER is undoubtedly the most form fi tting and comfortable 

helmet on the market designed specifi cally for women.  Don’t let the soft exterior fool you, 

these helmets were designed to protect your head behind the boat or taking laps around the 

cable.

 

º  New better fi tting high-density ABS shell

º  Updated Dual-density foam liner for impact protection

º  Sweat Saver terry cloth liner… the most comfortable and best fi tting liner available

º  Snaps for optional ear fl aps (sold separately) 

Kids, separate yourself from the crowd, with the 2017 Liquid Force KIDS WIPE OUT 

Helmet.  Each CE Certifi ed WIPE OUT helmet comes with fi ve colored erasable mark-

ers to make it your own signature model.  Available only in youth sizing and designed 

with maximum safety in mind, this helmet offers all of the features we pack into our 

adult helmet, but with the up incoming “grom” in mind.  Tag up your new helmet with 

your personal artwork and watch as it stays on in the water! 

 

º  Express yourself with fi ve  colored erasable  markers included

º  High-density ABS outer shell

º  Dual-density closed cell foam liner does not absorb water

º  Yes Mom, it meets or exceeds the CE EN 1385 water sports standard

º  Snaps for optional ear fl aps (sold separately)

º  Offered in two color ways: WHITE & BLACK  

D R E A M
C A T C H E R

W I P E O U T

YOUTH SMALL     YOUTH LARGE

Available Size Ranges

XSMALL     SMALL     MEDIUM

Available Size Ranges
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BAGS

WHEELED GOLF BAG 150 CMWHEELED GOLF BAG XL 170CM

DLX SURF AND SKIM TRAVELER

SURF AND SKIM TRAVELER

SKIM DAY TRIPPER SURF SLEEVE

5-4

5-4

52”

60”

60”

5-4 5-4

5-0 5-0

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

STATIC

PLAIDSTATIC

STATIC

STATIC

STATIC

CLASSIC

CLASSIC

STATIC

SURF DAY TRIPPER DLX SURF DAY TRIPPER

4 BOARD BIMINI

STRAPS RIGHT ONTO YOUR BIMINI

OPEN

DAYTRIPPER DLX BOARD BAG

B A G S

FOLDED FOR

EASY TRANSPORT

Liquid Force has a wide selection of bags for 2017 to protect 
all of your gear!  From wakeboards to wake surfers to wake 
skates, we have a bag tailor made to fi t your needs...  This year 
we are introducing a new collection of DLX surf bags designed 

to provide your surfer with the ultimate protection.  Featuring scratch free fl eece linings, double foam padding, rail safe zippers 
and plastic armor plated bottom protection, your board will now be traveling in style.   Don’t let an over-worked and under-paid 
baggage handler trash your board – Travel safely with Liquid Force!
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STATIC STATIC

STATICBLK/GRY/REDCLASSICCLASSICCLASSIC

BAGS

WHEELED BOARD BAG

WEEKENDER BACKPACK BOARD BAG

OBSCURA SKATE BOARD BAG

REFRESHERS

HOLDS 12

HOLDS 36

HOLDS 6

MESH WET BAG

DLX BACKPACK

DAY TRIPPER BOARD BAG

EDGE PROTECTOR

LARGE  |  SMALL

LARGE 147

XLARGE 161

SPLIT TRAVEL BAG OVERHEAD TRAVEL BAG
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I P A

IPA

MAGIC CARPET 6’ x 18’ FLOAT

Ultimate, unsinkable platform for you and all your friends!

Up to a 6+ friends

18 feet long x 6 feet Wide

Super Strong 30mm 3 layer PE foam sheet

Unsinkable design with non-infl atable foam

4 Plastic grommets for secure tethering

Two webbing straps with buckles for easy roll up storage

One year limited warranty

LUXURY PARTY ISLAND –FLOAT

Chill space for 5 friends, this is your Luxury Party Island!

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers it’s perfect for your fl oating party

High frequency welded heavy duty PVC

4 Built in cup holders for your party beverages

Built in heavy duty grab handles and tether point

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

120” PARTY ISLAND –FLOAT

Space for all your friends, this is your Private Island for partying!

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers it’s perfect for your fl oating party or for relaxing

120” tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

4 Built in cup holders for your party beverages

Built in heavy duty grab handles

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

80” PRIVATE PARTY PLATFORM -FLOAT

Plenty of space for a 2-person party or for simply relaxing!

Liquid Force Approved Infl atable Party Accessory

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers it’s perfect for your fl oating party

8O” tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

2 Built in cup holders for your party beverages

Built in heavy duty grab handles

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

PARTY TUB 100”

Party on the water or on land! Room for 4 or 6 or more!

Durable 20 gauge PVC air cell

Room for 4 to 6 party people 

4 cup holders 

4 air cells and drain 

Tether connection for hassle free drifting 

Liquid Force tested and approved! 

MAGIC CARPET 6’ x 9’ FLOAT

Our foam party platform that offers fun for the entire crew!

Up to a 4+ friends

9 feet long x 6 feet Wide

Super Strong 30mm 3 layer PE foam sheet

Unsinkable design utilizing non-infl atable foam

1 Plastic grommet for secure tethering

Two webbing straps with buckle for roll up storage

Comes Rolled and Boxed

One year limited warranty

MAGIC LOUNGE FOR 2    6’ x 8’

Chill out in a new level of comfort and style!

Perfect for chilling out

Comfortable fabric cover

Unique fl exible air cell design 

Built in pillows

Durable 20 gauge PVC air cell

Infl ates fast!

Size 6 feet by 8 feet 

Packs down small for storage and transport 

Zipper for easy drainage

Straps for rolling up and tethering 

Liquid Force tested and approved! 

MAGIC LOUNGE XL    7’ x 10’

A totally new party platform so you can invite all of your friends! 

Perfect for chilling out or playing around 

Comfortable fabric cover

Unique fl exible air cell design 

Durable 20 gauge PVC air cell

Infl ates fast!

Giant size 7 feet by 10 feet 

Packs down small for storage and transport 

Webbing straps for roll up storage and tethering 

Zipper for easy drainage

Liquid Force tested and approved! 

At Liquid Force we take pride in pushing our wakeboarding 
performance to new heights… But when the wake session is 
done, it’s time to party and relax!  Just like our wake gear, we 

work hard to make sure our IPA’s will meet the demands that the biggest lake bashes throw at us!  Chill out, relax and grab an IPA… 
Liquid Force tested and approved!
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PARTY FLOAT RED

Float hands-free with friends while enjoying a cool drink in this comfortable, saddle fl oat!

Fun fl oat for the lake or pool

Nylon cover for durability

Web straps make the BRO fl oat easy to carry

IPA

PARTY SOFA –FLOAT

Grab some friends and kick back and relax!

Liquid Force Approved Infl atable Party Accessory

High frequency welded heavy duty PVC

2 Built in cup holders for your party beverages

Comfortable high back with plush seat bottom

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

Built for fun on land and sea

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

FLOATING PARTY COOLER

LF Approved IPA… don’t leave your beverages behind!

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers it’s perfect for your fl oating party

Attachment point so your beverages do not fl oat away… tie up to our other IPA’s.

24” tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

Removable insulated cooler with zipper top and carrying strap

5 Built in cup holders for your party beverages

1 accessory pocket for snacks

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

56” FUN FLOAT

 Built for drifting with your party!

Liquid Force Approved Infl atable Party Accessory

56” round tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

Air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

35” FUN FLOAT

Liquid Force Approved Infl atable Party Accessory!

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers it is perfect for your fl oating party

35” round tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

Air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

PARTY CHAIR -FLOAT

Built for relaxing in style on land or sea!

High frequency welded heavy duty PVC

Built in cup holder for your party beverages

Comfortable high back with plush seat bottom

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

DRIFTER PARTY FLOAT 2

Seats for two with on board beverage cooler!

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers it is perfect for your fl oating party

53x 1 06” tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

2 Built in cup holders for your party beverages

Built in heavy duty grab handles

Comfortable back rests with separate air valve

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included

DRIFTER PARTY FLOAT 1

Built for drifting on lakes and rivers…  Perfect for your fl oating party!

53” Round tube with high frequency welded heavy duty PVC

Built in cup holder for your party beverages

Built in heavy duty grab handles

Comfortable back rests with separate air valve

High fl ow air valve for quick infl ation and defl ation

One year limited warranty

Repair Kit included
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BALLASTS

SUMO MAX FLOW LINK ™ VALVE
Our new Sumo Max Flow Valve is a new 1.5” diameter high fl ow valve. The Sumo Max 

System us 100% compatible with the classic Sumo and Big Bag Ballast systems. SUMO SKIN FABRIC
A durable 1000D polyester core bonded to water tight. lightweight PVC 

skins. This three layer sandwich construction makes Sumo Ballast the most 
durable ballast bag available.

DUAL WELDED SEAMS
Every Sumo Sac is double welded to ensure a watertight seal. Our 
tought Sumo Skin is overlapped and hot air welded then a second 

welding operation applies an inch wide sealing tape to the inside of 
every seam.

1” NPT VALVES
New easy turning cap with a perfect water tight seal. Pressure tested 
up to 6 PSI. Our 1” NPT ports allow built in ballast systems to fi ll, 

drain and vent quickly for hassle free operation.

SUMO MAX

Huge variety of bags to fi t every boat!  Plug-n-Play & Rock in Stealth!

For 2017, SUMO is back with our innovative Max Flow System.  Together, the SUMO Max Flow Pump and SUMO Max Ballast Bags make SUMO 
the fastest fi lling ballast system in the industry!  Equipping your boat with the system equals less time fi lling and more time riding your massive wake!  
All of our SUMO Sacs are easy to use, durable and convenient.  They are designed to work as a plug ‘n play option with your factory ballast system or 

on deck with our SUMO pumps.  We offer an extensive selection of ballast to fi t any boat or budget…

B A L L A S T
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SHAWN WATSON’S PERSONAL SETUP

B A L L A S T

BALLASTS
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BALLASTS

SUMO SACS

Huge variety of bags to fi t every boat!  Plug-n-Play & Rock!

SUMO MAX FLOW LINK ™ VALVE:
Our new Sumo Max Flow Valve is a new 1.5” diameter high fl ow valve. The Sumo Max 

System us 100% compatible with the classic Sumo and Big Bag Ballast systems.

SUMO SKIN FABRIC:
A durable 1000D polyester core bonded to water tight. lightweight PVC 

skins. This three layer sandwich construction makes Sumo Ballast the most 
durable ballast bag available.

DUAL WELDED SEAMS:
Every Sumo Sac is double welded to ensure a watertight seal. Our 
tought Sumo Skin is overlapped and hot air welded then a second 

welding operation applies an inch wide sealing tape to the inside of 
every seam.

1” NPT VALVES:
New easy turning cap with a perfect water tight seal. Pressure tested 
up to 6 PSI. Our 1” NPT ports allow built in ballast systems to fi ll, 

drain and vent quickly for hassle free operation.
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BALLASTS

BIG BAGS

Big value... Low price & Sumo Compatable!

MAX FLOW PUMP

Fully submersable pump fi lls 200 pounds

in only 60 seconds!

SUPER SUMO PUMP

Fully submersable pump fi lls 120 pounds

in only 60 seconds!

SUMP PUMP

Fully submersable pump fi lls 100 pounds

in only 60 seconds!

SUMO LINK ™ VALVE:

1” NPT Valves

Our Unique Link System provideds a hassle free connection
to your Sumo pump, keeping your boat dry on the inside.

New easy turning cap with a perfect water tight seal. 
Pressure tested up to 6 PSI. Our 1” NPT ports allow

built in ballast system s to fi ll, drain, and vent quickly for
hassle free operation.
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2017 Liquid Force Apparel

 Liquid Force is stoked to offer a unique lineup 

of new clothing and accessories for 2017!  Ultra-soft T’s, 

premium purpose built board shorts, custom headwear, 

and much more… our new apparel range has something 

for everyone!  We have hand selected only the best of the 

best… so give it a look, try it on, and plug it into your 

future wardrobe!

Fly that Liquid Force Flag!

APPAREL
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BOARDSHORT TECH

New for 2017, our entire boardshort line is complete with the newest in innovative 
boardshort closures. We call it the Cinch System. Eyelets with a small abbrasion 
and tapered ends ensure that your drawcord Cinches closed and stays snug during 
your entire ride. No more sticky and messy silicone drawcords, all you need is the 
new Liquid Force Cinch System.
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4  WAY  S T R E T C H

S O N I C  W E L D
B R A N D I N G

R E I N F O R C E D
S I D E  S E A M  P I P I N G

P E R F O R M A N C E
S I D E  S C A L L O P

I N T E G R AT E D
WA I S T B A N D  D R AW C O R D

W E L D E D  Z I P P E R 
P O C K E T

A N T I - S L I P  C I N C H  S Y S T E M 
D R AW C O R D  G R O M M E T S

L I Q U I D  F O R C E
U LT R A L I G H T  M AT E R I A L

BOARDSHORT TECH
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Solace Classics

A Classic Boardshort For Your Daily Rotation!

Black

19” Length

87% Polyester 13% Spandex Blend Fabric

Non-Stretch Micropoly Waistand

Integrated Drawcord Waistband

Cinch System Closure

Retro Curved Side Scallop

Solace Atomic

Have A Blast In The Atomic’s!

Tan 

19” Length

51% Cotton 43% Polyester 6% Spandex Blend Fabric

Non-Stretch Micropoly Waistand

Integrated Drawcord Waistband

Cinch System Closure

Solace Neato

Look Neat At The Lake In The Neato’s!

Charcoal

19” Length

51% Cotton 43% Polyester 6% Spandex Blend Fabric

Non-Stretch Micropoly Waistand

Integrated Drawcord Waistband

Cinch System Closure

BOARDSHORTS
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Cipher Vertex

Stand out with the Vertex!

Teal

20” Length

87% Polyester 13% Spandex Blend Fabri

Non-Stretch Micropoly Waistand

Integrated Drawcord Waistband

Cinch System Closure

Performance Angled Side Scallop

Cipher Bravo

Bravo To The Designer Of These Trunks!

Camo

20” Length

87% Polyester 13% Spandex Blend Fabri

Non-Stretch Micropoly Waistand

Integrated Drawcord Waistband

Cinch System Closure

Performance Angled Side Scallop

Cipher Ascent

Climb To The Top In The Ascent! 

Teal

20” Length

87% Polyester 13% Spandex Blend Fabri

Non-Stretch Micropoly Waistand

Integrated Drawcord Waistband

Cinch System Closure

Performance Angled Side Scallop

BOARDSHORTS
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Standard Tee

Navy- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

Heather Grey- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Wake

Black- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

Hex Drop

Black- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

White- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

Heather Grey- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Imagine Happiness

Burgundy- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

Heather Black- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Throwback Tee

Heather Kelly- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Hex Hoody

Red- Cotton/Polyester Blend 8.5oz Fleece

Heather Grey- Cotton/Polyester Blend 8.5oz Fleece

Bumps Tee

Black- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

White- 100% Cotton Semi-Slim Fit

Heather Military- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Shortstop

Heather Navy- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Heather Black- 50% Cotton 50% Polyester Semi-Slim Fit

Bumps Crew

Heather Grey- Cotton/Polyester Blend 8oz Crew Fleece

TEES    /    FLEECE
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Imagine Zip

Heather Navy- Cotton/Polyester Blend 4.5oz Jersey Zip

Apex Zip

Heather Military- Cotton/Polyester Blend 4.5oz Jersey Zip

Raglan Sleeves

Bumps Twill

Army- Snapback Twill Cap

Embroidered Art

Drop Trucker

Black- Snapback Trucker Twill Cap

Patch Art

Standard Zip

Black- Cotton/Polyester Blend 10oz Water Resistant Fleece

Union Trucker

Heather Grey- Snapback Cap

Patch Art

Mesh Trucker Back

Union Twill

Navy- Snapback Twill Cap

Patch Art

FLEECE   /    HATS

Drop Twill

Heather Grey- Snapback Twill Cap

Patch Art

Bumps Corduroy

Navy- Snapback Corduroy Cap

Embroidered Art
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Avalon

Straw Lifeguard Hat

Cotton Underside

Woven Label at Front

Tradition

Straw Lifeguard Hat

Leather Patch

HATSHATS
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Icon Changer

Black- Hooded French Terry Changer

Embroidered Artwork

3D Drop Changer

Grey- Hooded French Terry Changer

Embroidered Artwork

Poncho Drop Changer

Red- Hooded Jaquard Changer

Full Sherpa Lining

Front Kangaroo Po uch

CHANGERS

S H A W N  W A T S O N
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364 2ND STREET, SUITE #7 ENCINITAS, CA  92024 // PH: 760.943.8364 FX: 760.943.8972 

WWW.LIQUIDFORCE.COM

LIQUID FORCE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO IMPROVE / MODIFY / CHANGE ANY PRODUCT AT ANYTIME.

PHOTOGRAPHY CREDITS:
JASON LEE

DOMESTIC SALES TEAM:
Team Maxem (Tyler / Mik) - MI, IN, OH, KY // MacVicar Sports (Jim / Neill) - WA, OR, AK, ID, MT, WY // Justin Kiefer - TX, LA, OK, AR, KS, MO // Chris Patterson - California, UT, No. NV 

 Joey Losson / Matt Long - FL, GA, VA, SC, NC, AL, MS, TN // Greg Miller / Eric Gerner - LI, NJ, NY, RI, MA, VT, NH, ME, PA // Chris Bank - MN, WI, IL, SD, ND, NE, IA 
Strat Nellos - AZ, NM, So. NV // Patrick Cerne – CO  

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS:
TO FIND OUR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS VISIT: www.liquidforce.com/dealer-locator-int.html


